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UNDERGRADUATE
Dept.

#

COURSE TITLE

DEPARTMENT

R

Description

F

AMST

340 Activism and Social Media

American Studies

1

AMST

330 Hunger Games

American Studies

1

The course examines the interplay between activism and social
media, covering issues such as the environment.
This course explores the interplay of class, politics, ethics, and
marketing. Some of the topics it covers is the global food crisis,
food deserts, and sustainability.

1

This course explores the opposing theories regarding the causes
and consequences of poverty, discussing how an individual's
environment plays a role on his/her socioeconomic status.

1

This course examines how race, gender, class, ethnicity, age, and
region/environment affect Americans' experiences of historical,
economic, political, scientific, religious, and cultural processes.
The environment is explored in the context of Americans'
experiences.

1

This capstone seminar is the culumination of undergraduate
studies in athropology, including ethnography. Students practice
research design, data collection, and quantitative and qualitative
analysis. This course relates to the environment in regards to the
focus of sustainability within the realm of anthropology,
promoting innovative research on environmental theory and
practice.

AMST

ANTH

ANTH

ANTH

240 Poverty & Culture

150 Anthropology of Life in U.S.

450 Anthropology of Power

110 Culture & Human Experience

American Studies

Anthropology

Anthropology

Anthropology

ANTH

215 Sex,Gender & Culture

Anthropology

ANTH

350 Environmental Anthropology

Anthropology

ANTH

350 Food and Ecology

Anthropology

PUBH

Fundamentals of
340 Epidemiology

Biology

PUBH

110 Introduction to Public Health

Biology

1

This course looks at the diverse life-cycle experiences in tribal,
state-level, and post-colonial societies to explore ways that
tradition and contact with other cultures contribute to cultural
pluralism of the contemporary world. This course relates to the
environment in relation to the impact of the environment on
human experience.

1

The course examines how economic systems, social structures,
and values construct and redefine biological distinctions
between women and men. Factors, such as gender, politics, and
social change are evaluated through the lens of environmental
and societal norms.

1

environmental focus within anthropology

1

This course examines the technological and cultural connections
to the environment and development. Students use ecology and
social theory paradigms to examine industrial and alternative
food networks, including their impacts on the environment,
communities, and rural development.

1

1

This course studies the patterns and determinants of disease in
populations, as it relates to the environment. Through the use of
epidemiological methods, including study design, calculation and
interpreation of measures of frequency, association and public
health impact, the purpose of this course is to teach students
how to collect and analyze data based on an environment.
This course explores the science behind public health and the
role the government plays to ensure the population healthy. The
course focuses on the environment, educating students on
environmental affects, such as health disparities and food
deserts.

BIO

BIO

BIO

210 General Biology II

100 Great Experiments in Bio

340 Marine Biology

Biology

Biology

Biology

1

This course explores the origins of planet Earth and life. This
course relates to the environment through its study of various
kingdoms and their phylogenetic relationships, the form and
function of plants and animals, and the consideration of the
interrelationships between organisms and environment.

1

This course focuses on classic experiments that introduce
students to the modern study of biology and scientific method.
Students will conduct experiments with complex biologically
important molecules, and the construction of demographic
tables. The course will allow students to apply biology to their
environment.

1

This course explores the biology of marine organisms from a
global perspective, in addition to the influence of geology,
geography, currents, tides, waves, winds, salinity, and other
parameters on the distribution of marine organisms. This course
relates to the environment in its study of many environments,
such as rocky shores, coral reefs, euarines, and beaches.

BIO

240 Oceanography

Biology

1

PUBH

110 Introduction to Public Health

Biology

1

This course studies the sea from a global perspective, with an
emphaiss on chemical and physical oceanography as it affects
life in the seas and the world economies. The course relates to
the environment in relation to the course's introduction of
climatology and meteorology.
This course explores the science behind public health and the
role the government plays to ensure the population healthy. The
course focuses on the environment, educating students on
environmental affects, such as health disparities and food
deserts.

1

This seminar challenges students to examine all encompassing
aspects of public health. Students with different interests within
the field of public health will work together on a project and
present it to the class and a panel of public health professionals.
This seminar relates to the environment in terms of public health
as it pertains to the environment, as well as the way a
population's environment can affect their ability to receive
healthcare and maintain optimal health and wellbeing.

1

This course explores the fundamental principles of ecology, with
emphasis on the interaction of organisms and their environment
at the level of individuals, populations, and communities,
including energy flow through and nutrient cycling within
ecosystems.

1

This course explores the study of evolution- what it is, how and
why it occurs, and what it tells us about the world around us.
Students learn about the process of evolution and investigate
why species change over time, both in their individual
characteristics and their relative abundance, and examine how
cultural and technological advances are influencing the current
and future biological evolution of humans.

1

This course explores the mechanisms of evolutionary change
from genes to societies and how natural selection interacts with
genetic and population processes such that organisms tend to
become adapted to their environment and biological diversity
increases. This course relates to the environment, as it
introduces students to the principles of inheritance, genetic
variation, and adaptation in accordance with the environment.

PUBH

BIO

BIO

BIO

PUBH

480 Public Health Capstone

323 Introduction to Ecology

220 The Case for Evolution

364 Evolution

396 Envirn Issues in Public Health

Biology

Biology

Biology

Biology

Biology

1

This course examines physical, chemical, and biological factors in
the environment that impact community health and health
behaviors. Students discuss the concept of risk assessment, in
addition to how health supportive environments can be created
and maintained.

PUBH

PUBH

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

Urbanization and Public
394 Health

115 Why Aren't We Dead Yet?

490 Drug Transportation System
Hnrs Capstone-Lactam
490 Synthesis

310 Organic Chemistry I

312 Organic Chemistry I Lab

320 Organic Chemistry II

322 Organic Chemistry II Lab

Biology

Biology

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

490 Synthesis of Lipid Modulators Chemistry

310 Organic Chemistry I

312 Organic Chemistry I Lab

320 Organic Chemistry II

322 Organic Chemistry II Lab

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

1

This community service-learning project explores the effects of
urbanization on the overall health of a populace. In this project,
students learn about the effects of urbanization on the
environment, with the purpose of affirming the association
between the health of the environment to the overall health of
the public.

1

This course discusses how microbes and lifestyle choices can
make us sick, and the role of public health to keep us healthy.
The course looks at global and reproductive health issues, in
addition to the influence of environmental and public policy on
health. The course is related to the environment, as it looks at
how our environment impacts our health and examines diseases
such as cholera, HIV/AIDS, diabetes, and cancer and their rates
in relation to environment.

1

This independent study project in chemistry explores the effects
of drug transporation on our society, straining the justice and
healthcare systems and leading to environmental destruction.

1

This independent study project in chemistry explores the
synthetic methods for the synthesis of lactams. This course
relates to the environment, as students explore the presence of
lactam within the environment.

1

This course explores the systematic treatment of hydrocarbons,
alkyl halides, alcohols, carbonyl compounds, acids, and their
derivatives. This course relates to the environment, as it
incorporates proponents of the environment, such as the
elements above.

1

This lab explores laboratory theory and practice in synthesis,
separation, and purification of organic compounds. This lab
pertains to the environment, as it incorporates elements and
natural processes resulting from the environment.

1

This course explores an introduction to polyfunctional
compounds including amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, and
nucleic. The course relates to the environment in the exploration
of different compounds and their derivatives.

1

This lab explores the synthesis of polyfunctional compounds,
infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, and qualitative
organic analysis that are directly related to the environment.

1

This independent study project in chemistry explores the novel
antimicrobial compounds associated with lipid metabolism. This
course relates to the environment, as students theorize and
conduct studies surrounding the lipid environment.

1

This course explores the systematic treatment of hydrocarbons,
alkyl halides, alcohols, carbonyl compounds, acids, and their
derivatives. This course relates to the environment, as it
incorporates proponents of the environment, such as the
elements above.

1

This lab explores laboratory theory and practice in synthesis,
separation, and purification of organic compounds. This lab
pertains to the environment, as it incorporates elements and
natural processes resulting from the environment.

1

This course explores an introduction to polyfunctional
compounds including amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, and
nucleic. The course relates to the environment in the exploration
of different compounds and their derivatives.

1

This lab explores the synthesis of polyfunctional compounds,
infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, and qualitative
organic analysis that are directly related to the environment.

CHEM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

230 Earth Sciences

Personal Branding/Online
369 Ident

437 Public Relations Portfolio

Strat Comm & Event
496 Management

200 Writing for Communication

490 Trash Island

70 Nature Photography

70 Weather Broadcasting

301 Public Relations

Chemistry

Communication,
School of

1

This course combines geology, geophysics, and geochemistry in
describing the evolution of our planet, the deep structure of the
earth, and interaction of the hydrosphere, biosphere and
atmosphere. The course directly relates to the environment
through earth studies of geology, geophysics and geochemistry.

1

This course teaches students how to manage a professional
brand, both offline and on. Students will learn how to create a
website, maintain, and manage their brand. With more
employers searching for employees on social networks, a large
focus is on digital branding. This course relates to the
environment, as environmentally-friendly and sustainable brands
and websites were used as an example. Some students then
went on to create their own brand that surrounded the topic of
sustainability.

Communication,
School of

Communication,
School of
Communication,
School of
Communication,
School of

Communication,
School of

Communication,
School of

Communication,
School of

Communication,
476 Photojournalism & Social Doc School of

1

In this course, students work together to create a PR portfolio
for one client. The client is typically a non-profit organization.
Together, students and the client work hand-in-hand, conducting
weekly meetings, coordinating site visits, and connecting through
email. Many of the clients that work alongside the students are
environmental non-profit organizations.

1

This course provides a practical and theoretical experience in
strategically planning and managing the public relations process.
Students gain the conceptual and analytical skills to understand
the management of people, resources and organizational
considerations, and the ability to manage in culturally diverse
environments. This course is related to the environment in
regards to the exposure to many different culturally diverse
environments.

1

This course stresses basic writing techniques and facilitates
intensive practice in writing for print, web, broadcast, public
communication and public service. Using examples from articles
related to sustainability, this course is sustainability related.

1

This independent study project in communication explores the
excess trash that has accumulated, specifically around islands.
This course examines the threat of land waste on our water, air,
land, and wildlife.

1

This course explores technique for photographing animals,
plants, and environmental subjects. Students attend discussions
with editors and photographers from NBP and NBP Students
Online. Students go on field trips to museums and nature
preserves. Towards the end of the course, students compile all
their work together and assemble a portfolio.

1

This course allows students to experience life as a weather
broadcaster, where they have the opportunity to hone in on
both on-air and behind the scenes skills, such as writing and
editing. This course relates to the environment, as the course
requires students to report on the topic of weather and the
changes in climate associated with our environment.

1

This course explores the strategy and tactics involved in the
realm of public relations. Students see how public relations
works in such areas as business, society, entertainment, sports,
politics, and the environment. This course relates to
sustainability, as it covers public relations as a tool to promote
environmental awareness.

1

This course allows students to explore the basics of visual
language and how it is used and manifested in the craft of
photojournalism. This course is sustainability related, as some of
the visual images and documentaries presented to students are
used as promotion for environmental awareness.

COMM

COMM

UCOL

UCOL

GNED

IDIS

365 Digital Media and Culture

411 History of Documentary

100 Anthropology of Life in U.S.

200 Makengue Project

120 The Examined Life

196 AU Scholars Research Lab

Communication,
School of
Communication,
School of

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

1

This course examines the central role digital media technologies
play in culture and society. Students explore the historical and
contemporary theories about how digital media provide the
structures in which individual indentity is formed, social relations
manifest, political discourse occurs, and economic power flows.
This course relates to the environment through its examination
of culture and society, and the ability for digital media
technologies to manifest social relations, identities, and other
factors that work together to make up an environment.

1

This course explores the development of the documentary form
from early cinema to the digital era. This course relates to the
environment as it presents the students with documentaries
about the environment.

1

This course explores how one's race, gender, class, ethnicity,
age, and region affect experiences of interwoven historical,
economic, political, scientific religious, and cultural processes of
people living in the U.S. This course relates to the environment in
showing how an individual's circumstances affect their
environment in a holistic way.

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

1

1

This course explores the intersection of business,
communication, and creativity. Students read and discuss
nonfiction essays on the science and theory of creativity,
experiment with the creative writing process, as well as learn
techniques in story-telling and story-boarding. This course
relates to the environment, as some of the essays discussed in
class are on the topic of sustainability.

1

The topic varies by section; however, one of the topics offered,
titled "Living in the Environment" is environmentally focused,
while the others relate to sustainability.

1

UCOL

100 U.S. Society

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

1

UCOL

100 Sustainable Earth

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

1

UCOL

200 DC H2O

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

UCOL

200 Into the Collaboratory

DAA / Sr. Vice Provost

ECON

322 Applied Econometrics I

Economics

The Makengue Project is an interdisciplinary learning experience
that combines University College course work with an
opportunity to travel to Makengue, Nicaragua, during spring
break. Students research preservation, sustainability, and social
justice and then present their findings through writing, film, and
photography at the University College Spring Research
Symposium.

This course is designed to introduce students to the field of
sociology, the exploration of society and how it operates. By
thinking actively about the issues facing contemporary American
society, students will learn to examine life situations and the
influence of society and groups on people's lives, careers, hopes,
fears, and personalities. This course relates to the environment
in regards to its examination of society and the way Americans
think, talk, feel, and act relative to the environment they
fostered in the U.S.
This course examines the issue of sustainability; what it means,
how it is measured, and how it can be used to address
environmental challenges. In doing so, the course builds on the
most current scientific understanding of how natural world
works.

1

This course falls under university college research lab, which
gives students the opportunity to work alongside a faculty
member and graduate assistant on their projects of choice. This
particular research lab relates to sustainability, as it
encompasses DC's water supply.

1

This course falls under university college research lab, which
gives students the opportunity to work alongside a faculty
member and graduate assistant on their projects of choice.
This course reviews probability, descriptive statistical inference,
and hypothesis testing. This course relates to sustainability
through the use of data collected from sustainability case
studies.

1

ECON

ECON

480 Senior Research Seminar

Economics

458 Financial Issues in Latin Amer Economics

1

This seminar covers research methods, the writing of economics,
and presentation of research. The seminar ties in with the
environment through the use of environmental related case
studies.

1

This course studies the systemic financial issues in Latin America,
including the fiscal banking currency and debt crises. The goal of
this course is to tackle the fundamental causes of these crises, by
focusing on economic policy and institutional shortcomings as
well as other domestic and external circumstances that generate
financial instability. This course relates to the environment
through the use of case studies.
This course focuses on poverty and income distribution and
includes coordination failures, credit and labor market
imperfections, microcredit, health, food security, human capital
accumulation, gender relations, property rights, transaction
costs, and economics of the household. This course relates to
the environment, as it touches the factors, such as health, food
security, and property rights, that a developing
country/environment deal with.

ECON

362 Microeconomics of Econ Devel Economics

1

ECON

100 Macroeconomics

Economics

1

ECON

458 Econ, Envirn & Trade Pol in EU Economics

1

ECON

458 Econ,Envirn & Trade Pol in EU Economics

ECON

361 Economic Development

Economics

1

ECON

100 Macroeconomics

Economics

1

ECON

374 Gender Roles in the Economy Economics

This course is an introduction to the basic principles of
macroeconomics, stressing national income, unemployment,
inflation, economic development, alternative approaches to
economics, and current issues and controversies. This course
relates to the environment in its use of sustainability case
studies.

1

In this course, students develop an in-depth working knowledge
of economic, environmental and trade policies of the European
Union (EU) and gain a greater understanding of the process and
evolution of the European economic integration and its
implications for the world. The first part of the course examines
the EU's single market economic system; the second part
focuses on the EU's environmental policies and their global
implications, and the third part focuses on the EU's external
relations including the transatlantic relationship. This course
focuses on sustainability as it directly deals with EU's
environmental policies.
In this course, students develop an in-depth working knowledge
of economic, environmental and trade policies of the European
Union (EU) and gain a greater understanding of the process and
evolution of the European economic integration and its
implications for the world. The first part of the course examines
the EU's single market economic system; the second part
focuses on the EU's environmental policies and their global
implications, and the third part focuses on the EU's external
relations including the transatlantic relationship. This course
focuses on sustainability as it directly deals with EU's
environmental policies.
This course evaluates the meaning and measurement of
economic development, theories of development and
underdevelopment, and policies to alleviate poverty and
promote development in the low and middle income countries
of the world.
This course is an introduction to the basic principles of
macroeconomics, stressing national income, unemployment,
inflation, economic development, alternative approaches to
economics, and current issues and controversies. This course
relates to the environment in its use of sustainability case
studies.

1

This course explores the gender dimensions of economic life.
Students look at the roles of men and women in the community,
the market, and the home life. Students examine how gender
roles are affected by economic and social change. This course
focuses on the environment, as gender is studied relative to its
environment and the norms placed within that environment.

ECON

100 Macroeconomics

Economics

ECON

Economics of Environmental
379 Pol

Economics

ECON

322 Applied Econometrics I

Economics

1

This course is an introduction to the basic principles of
macroeconomics, stressing national income, unemployment,
inflation, economic development, alternative approaches to
economics, and current issues and controversies. This course
relates to the environment in its use of sustainability case
studies.

1

This course explores the relationship between economic activity
and the natural environment; the meaning and implications of
sustainable development. Topics include environmental
protection, resource conservation, evaluation of environmental
costs and benefits, and optimal management of natural
resources.
This course reviews probability, descriptive statistical inference,
and hypothesis testing. This course relates to sustainability
through the use of data collected from sustainability case
studies.

1

ECON

200 Microeconomics

Economics

1

ECON

490 Puerto Rican Debt Crisis

Economics

1

This course explores the basic principles of microeconomics and
its application; relates to the environmenet in its use of
sustainability related case studies.
This course falls under the independent study project in
economics. This particular course delves into the factors that
played into the Puerto Rican debt crises, relating to sustainability
in terms of the environmental effects as a result of the debt
crises.

1

This course evaluates the rationale for and the effectiveness of
different macroeconomic policies in a developing country
setting. Factors, such as, exchange rates, monetary policy, fiscal
policy, international trade, international capital markets,
financial and exchange rate crises, and structural adjustment are
taken into account. This course relates to the environment, as it
analyzes and monitors the economic development of an
environment through its policies and market system.

ECON

Macroeconomics of Econ
363 Devel

Economics

ECON

110 The Global Majority

Economics

1

ECON

100 Macroeconomics

Economics

1

ECON

ENVS

ENVS

200 Microeconomics

300 Conservation

490 Learning & Teaching Science

Economics

Environmental Science

Environmental Science

This course introduces students to the plight of less-developed
countries, to alternative paths of development, and to the
relationships between the more-developed and less developed
countries. The course is sustainability focused, as it introduces
sustainability as an alternative path of development.
This course is an introduction to the basic principles of
macroeconomics, stressing national income, unemployment,
inflation, economic development, alternative approaches to
economics, and current issues and controversies. This course
focuses on the environment in its use of sustainability case
studies.

1

This course explores the basic principles of microeconomics and
its application as it relates to the environment through its use of
sustainability related case studies.

1

This course examines conservation issues, as they relate to
conservation of biodiversity. The course covers early
conservation writing, the development of tools that are used in
conservation, and the status of biodiversity.

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
economics. This particular course relates to the environment, as
it explores the realm of environmental science.

ENVS

250 Living in the Environment

Environmental Science

1

ENVS

150 Sustainable Earth

Environmental Science

1

This course is an introduction to environmental science, focusing
on key principles that govern how nature works, the interactions
between human society and ecosystems, and current and
potential solutions to environmental problems.
This course examines the issue of sustainability; what it means,
how it is measured, and how it can be used to address
environmental challenges. In doing so, the course builds on the
most current scientific understanding of how natural world
works.

ENVS

ENVS

490 Zookeeper Demo Assessment Environmental Science

220 Energy and Resources

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies. Students are introduced to zookeeping.
This course is focused on the environment, as it delves into
animal studies and the environment that allows them to best
thrive.

1

Environmental Science

1

This course opens a general discussion of the chemistry of our
environment, including description of the ideal unpolluted
environment and a historic view of pollution. Classes and
interactions of pollutants with the environment are described.

ENVS

250 Living in the Environment

Environmental Science

1

ENVS

Ngos and Emerging
490 Technologies

Environmental Science

1

This course is an introduction to environmental science, focusing
on key principles that govern how nature works, the interactions
between human society and ecosystems, and current and
potential solutions to environmental problems.
This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies. This particular section explores the rise
of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and their
contribution to better the environment and other important
causes.

1

This course focuses on physical science ascpects, such as
geology, water and air pollution and their causes, solid waste,
weather and climate, and both conventional and sustainable
energy options. Emphasis is on sustainability and meeting
environmental challenges. Laboratory relates to lecture topics,
emphasizing quantitative tools to gather data for analysis and
hypothetical testing, and developing models to project future
status based on current information.

ENVS

260 Intro to Environmental Sci II

Environmental Science

ENVS

250 Living in the Environment

Environmental Science

1

ENVS

150 Sustainable Earth

Environmental Science

1

ENVS

460 Climatology

Environmental Science

ENVS

492 Senior Capstone Environ Stds Environmental Science

ENVS

160 Intro to Environmental Sci I

ENVS

490 Renewable Energy Kazakhstan Environmental Science

This course provides a detailed overview of the elements of
climatology and the effects of pollution on the environment.

1

1

Environmental Science

This course focuses on the natural world and how humans
interact with and affect ecosystem components. The class
examines conservation and management, the causes of pollution
and potential solutions, and ethical and legal issues associated
with environmental issues in order to provide well-supported
outlines and justifications for each of the issues covered in the
class.
This course examines the issue of sustainability; what it means,
how it is measured, and how it can be used to address
environmental challenges. In doing so, the course builds on the
most current scientific understanding of how natural world
works.

1
1

This capstone is an examination of two major sites of
environmental concern, one being the Yellowstone Ecosystem
and another being the Anacostia River. Students are expected to
examine the environmental concerns and controversy from a
variety of scientific and social perspectives.
This course explores the history and overarching concepts of
environmental science, such as energy sources, energy
utilization, and efficency, water resources and pollution, local
and regional air pollution, and ozone depletion and global
warming.
This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies. This particular section focuses on
renewable energy in Kazakhstan.
In this course, students examine the concept of sustainability
and what it means to society, in addition to themselves as
individuals. Additionally, students will survey current scientific
understanding of natural systems and how this knowledge can
be used to tackle these challenges.

ENVS

150 Sustainable Earth

Environmental Science

ENVS

396 Ecological Applications

Environmental Science

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies.

ENVS

490 Geoengineering Researcher

Environmental Science

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies.

1

ENVS

490 Physiology of Seagrasses

Environmental Science

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies.

ENVS

490 Seagrass Ecology of Guam

Environmental Science

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies.

GNED

250 The Marine Environment

Environmental Science

1

This general education course explores the marine environment,
learning about marine habitats and marine life. This course
relates to sustainability in regards to its discussions on climate
and marine ecosystems.

ENVS

490 Water Quality in Rock Creek

Environmental Science

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies.

ENVS

490 Removing Chemicals From Bay Environmental Science

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental studies.

ENVS

ENVS

410 Environmental Science I

410 Environmental Science I

Environmental Science

Environmental Science

ENVS

Environmental Risk
465 Assessment

Environmental Science

ENVS

220 Energy and Resources

Environmental Science

HPRM

245 Multicultural Health

Health / Fitness

1

This course is an introduction to environmental science focusing
on biological aspects of environmental science such as
evolutionary biology, ecology and biodiversity, populations, food
and agriculture, environmental health, and the impacts of
climate change.

1

This course is an introduction to environmental science focusing
on biological aspects of environmental science such as
evolutionary biology, ecology and biodiversity, populations, food
and agriculture, environmental health, and the impacts of
climate change.

This course explores the nature and methods of environmental
risk assessment through critical analysis of case histories. The
scientific concepts and analytic methods of each case study are
explored through solution to sets of specific problems. Case
studies include statistical modeling of environmental risk factors.

1
1

1

This course examines environmental issues related to air, water,
land, food, and global climate change.

This course provides basic understanding of gender and cultural
issues affecting health. Students learn about health disparities,
how gender and cultural indicators affect behavioral risk, and the
relationship between health and other factors such as religion,
social class, acculturation, migration, and globalization. This
course relates to the environment in its focus on how an
individual's environment, in addition to other factors, impact
their standard of health.

HFIT

Strategies in Stress
250 Managemnt

Health / Fitness

1

HFIT

120 Beginning Martial Arts

Health / Fitness

1

This course explores the nature and causes of stress, its effect on
the human body, and both cognitive behavioral approaches as
well as relaxation techniques to control it. This course relates to
the environment, as the holistic approaches to stress
management offerred surround the environment and emphasize
the importance of being in nature.
This course is an introductory course for beginners to develop
the basic skills of martial arts. In addition to practicing martial
arts, students will learn about its rich history. This course relates
to the environment in terms of the culture and history of martial
arts.

1

This course provides a basic understanding of gynecologic
anatomy and physiology as well as female health conditions.
Students learn about research areas, such as female cancers,
menopause, infertility, lesbian health, minority health, sexually
transmitted diseases, pregnancy, and sexual dysfunctions.
Students develop their own health plan based on family history
and personal lifestyle. This course relates to the environment in
terms of studying about the impact women have on their
environment.

HFIT

323 Issues in Women's Health

Health / Fitness

HFIT

HFIT

HPRM

163 Yoga

494 Global Health Policy

Health Promotion Prog
335 Planning

Health / Fitness

1

Health / Fitness

Health / Fitness

This course aims to teach students about the practice of yoga.
Combining physical activity and lectures, students learn
breathing and relaxation techniques, proper alignment, stress
reduction, and how to heighten physical and mental awareness.
Part of the lectures and class time involve discussions around
environmental activism and the relationship between yoga and
the environment.

1

This course presents a historical foundation for global health
policies, the processes of systematic policy and formation and
analysis, and the relationship between global health and social
and economic development. This course focuses on the
environment through study of environmental policy within the
wider scope of global health policy.

1

This course provides students with an introduction to the basic
principles of the development and implementation of health
promotion programs. This course emphasizes health and lifestyle
risk factors and the interventions associated with managing
these risks. The course pertains to the environment in relation to
the understanding of how environment affects an population's
health, health education, and health literacy.

HPRM

325 Exercise Physiology

Health / Fitness

1

This course provides physiological perspectives of exercise and
other forms of physical exercise, emphasizing the influences of
aerobic and anaerobic exercise on the cardiovascular, digestive,
neuromuscular, hormonal, and pulmonary physiological systems.
This course relates to the environment, as it is often conducted
outdoors and explores the ways in which health varies
depending on the environment one belongs to.

HIST

490 Legal History of the South

History

1

This course falls under the independent study project in history.

1

This course explores the history of race, class, and gender in the
United States from the late nineteenth century to the present.
Class discussions surround how these forces exist and continue
to exist, and their impact on social attitudes within the greater
environment.

1

This course explores the history of the United States to 1865: the
expansion and transplantation of European civilization, the
Native American response, the sectional contest over slavery,
the birth of the American feminist movement, and the
beginnings of the industrial revolution. This course relates to the
environment in terms of the cultural and historical circumstances
that align with the time.

HIST

HIST

215 Soc Forces Shaped Amer

205 Amer Encounters:1492-1865

History

History

HIST

247 Muslim Empires 1300-1920

History

1

HIST

396 Social Hist. of Middle East

History

1

This course examines the rise and fall of the Ottoman, Safavide,
and Mughal empires. The course investigates the imperial
decline and emerging conflict between cosmopolitanism of the
past and modern Western ideas of politics and society. The
course is linked to the environment in terms of religion,
government, and infrastructure.
This course falls under the independent study project in history;
relates to the environment in regards to the cultural and
historical context.

1

This course explores the main international economic
institutions that have been developed with the goal of managing
conflicts, as well as the economic and financial forces that have
driven the globalization process. The course relates to the
environment in terms of how economic growth and globalization
can spur and thrive from different environment, as opposed to
others.

SISU

International Service,
329 Global Economic Governance School

SISU

SISA

SISU

SISU

SISA

SISU

SISU

SISU

International Service,
140 Cross-Cultural Communication School

219 Dominican Rep: Haitian Iden

International Service,
School

490 Identities of Mixed Race

International Service,
School

490 Peace and Conflict Education

219 Striving for Education in Rio

International Service,
School

1

1

1

1

This couse falls under the independent study for International
Studies; relates to the environment in terms of how conflict
resolution and peace can be maintained within an environment,
depending on cultural, religious, and economic factors.

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

International Service,
210 Peace, Global Sec & Conflt Res School

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment in terms of the environmental
circumstances that may inhibit the ability for children to receive
an education, such as lack of funds, lack of teachers, and cultural
distinctions.

1

This course exposes students to a range of perspective and tools
in the study of the global environment and global health,
including market-based approaches, environmental justice,
political economy, and sustainability assessment tools.

1

This course contains topics that vary by section; however, this
particular course focuses on the environment through the
exploration of environmental dangers that challenge the moral
quality of our lives.

1

This course explores the central concepts of peace and conflict
resolution, important theories of causes of conflict, and analyzes
conflict from multiple perspectives. This course relates to the
environment in terms of the notion that an environment dictates
the nature of an individual's aggression, identity, and
mobilization.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment through its exploration of global
health policy and practice, such as the global burden of disease,
in addition to organizational, economic, and political
determinants of intervention.

102 Global Public Health

International Service,
School

SISU

102 Sustainability, Dev, & Design

International Service,
School

SISA

International Service,
323 Econ, Envirn & Trade Pol in EU School

SISU

490 China's Expansion Plan Tibet

International Service,
School

1

SISU

International Service,
106 Environment and Imagination School

1

SISU

This course falls under the independent study project in
International Service Study Abroad; focused on the environment
in regards to the study of the environmental policy and issues
within the Dominican Republic and how it affects the lives of the
Haitian people and their identity.
This course falls under the independent study project in
International Studies. This course relates to the environment in
regards to how an environment percieves those of mixed race.

International Service,
250 Env Sustainblty/Global Health School

106 Environmental Ethics

This class examines the impact of culture on communication,
perception, thought patterns, values, and beliefs in order to
understand individuals within different societies and the affect
an environment has on an individual. Explores the environment
through the lens of culture, ethnicity, race, class, and other
forms of diversity within countries and organizations.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment as it expands on the development
and design of sustainable infrastructure and material items.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment, as it explores the environment, the
economy, and trade policy within the EU.
This couse falls under the independent study for International
Studies; focuses on the environment as it discusses the
environmental changes that China plans to make.
This course falls under the International Studies first year
seminar. This course focuses on the environment through
motivating students to think about environmental policy and
change in a holistic way.

SISU

SISU

SISU

International Service,
352 Environmental Politics of Asia School

102 Global Public Health

348 Gender and Development

International Service,
School

306 International Courts

International Service,
School

SISU

310 Migration and Security

International Service,
School

SISU

SISU

102 Global Public Health

International Service,
School

102 Sustainability, Dev, & Design

International Service,
School

SISU

SISU

International Service,
419 Emerg Technologies & Environ School

SISU

SISU

1

102 Global Public Health

International Service,
School

This course examines how development is gendered and creates
different meanings, impacts, and processes for women around
the world. Students explore the different theoretical approaches
used in understanding women's situations in developing
societies and examine the impact of production and
reproduction, politics, globalization, environment, and migration.
This course relates to the environment, as one of the major
factors discussed is women's experiences around the world, due
to her environment.

1

This course falls under International studies advanced
international studies research, with topics varying by
section;however, this particular section provides students with
an understanding of how international courts work. This course
relates to the environment, as students learn about the varying
environmental policies.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment in terms of people moving from one
environment to another and their transition into this new culture
and lifestyle.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment through its exploration of global
health policy and practice, such as the global burden of disease,
in addition to organizational, economic, and political
determinants of intervention.

1

1

This topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment as it expands on the development
and design of sustainable infrastructure and material items.

1

This course exposes students to a range of perspective and tools
in the study of the global environment and global health,
including market-based approaches, environmental justice,
political economy, and sustainability assessment tools.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment, as it explores conflict resolution in
the Middle East based on the environmental, cultural, and
religious factors.

1

This course is a continuation of the course directly above.

1

This project concludes the two semester course on Conflict
Resolution within the Middle East.

International Service,
250 Env Sustainblty/Global Health School
International Service,
431 Conf Res in Middle East Sem I School
International Service,
431 Conf Res in Middle East Sem II School
International Service,
431 Conf Res Middle East Res Proj School

SISU

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment through its exploration of global
health policy and practice, such as the global burden of disease,
in addition to organizational, economic, and political
determinants of intervention.

1

International Service,
School

SISU

SISU

1

This seminar focuses on the environmental politics of Asia. It
covers global, regional, and local environmental challenges. The
class considers the impact of Asia's environmental problems,
including air and water pollution, biodiversity loss, climate
change, and ozone depletion through the theoretical lensesof
international relations theory, environmental security, human
security, and anthropology.

1

1

1

This capstone varies by section; however, this particular
capstone relates to the environment as it explores the innovative
technology that works to improve the environment.
This topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment through its exploration of global
health policy and practice, such as the global burden of disease,
in addition to organizational, economic, and political
determinants of intervention

SISU

SISU

318 Causes of War

419 Voices of Terror

SISU

368 Differn/Similarit in Conf Res

SISU

106 Apple in the Global Economy

SISU

SISU

SISU

SISU

SISU

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

1

This topic varies by section; however, this particular course
evaluates the causes of war, including environmental, economic,
and religious factors.

1

This capstone evaluates the voices of terror worldwide; students
shine light on the oppression suffered by these populations,
whereby the terror they experience most often results from their
environment.

1
1

International Service,
390 Case Studies/ Sustainable Bdg School
International Service,
250 Env Sustainblty/Global Health School

106 Global Cities

350 Sustainable Cities

350 Tourism and Globalization

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

SISU

International Service,
140 Cross-Cultural Communication School

SISU

350 Int'l Environmental Politics

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course

1

This course is an independent reading course in International
studies, whereby the topics change each semester. This
particular course, however, focuses on the environment, as it
evaluates the sustainable infrastructure and uses case studies as
examples.

1

This course exposes students to a range of perspective and tools
in the study of the global environment and global health,
including market-based approaches, environmental justice,
political economy, and sustainability assessment tools.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores the nature of fourteen global cities. The class examines
their social, political, and economic processes through
consideration of urban form and culture and the disruptions of
climate change, migration, and social transformation. This
course relates to the environment, as it delves into climate
change.

1

International Service,
School

This course on conflict resolution examines our interdependent
world and fosters greater intercultural awareness and
communication. This course relates to the environment, as it
encourages students to explore thier sense of identity, attitudes,
and behavioral choices relative to their environment.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
identifies the components and characteristics of sustainable
cities and compares and contrasts the differences between
sustainable urban systems versus conventional ones.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
examines the relationship between culture, communication and
the political economy of tourism. This course relates to the
environment, as it delves into ecotourism.

1

This class examines the impact of culture on communication,
perception, thought patterns, values, and beliefs in order to
understand individuals within different societies and the affect
an environment has on an individual. Explores the environment
through the lens of culture, ethnicity, race, class, and other
forms of diversity within countries and organizations.

International Service,
School

1

SISU

212 China, Japan & the U.S.

International Service,
School

1

SISU

372 Human Rights in East Asia

International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores international policy regarding the environment.
This course is a multidiscplinary introduction to China and Japan
that explores the history, culture, social structure, literature, art,
politics, economics, and foreign relations of these important
countries. This course relates to the environment, as it explores
the many facets of Chinese and Japanese culture and
environment.
This course considers the issues of human rights and culture in
East Asia, questioning how culture and tradition affect the
experience of living in the East Asian environment and the rights
received.

SISU

SISU

SISU

SISU

SISU

SISU
SISU

206 Intro to Int'l Studies Rsrch

306 Qualitative Analysis

130 Intercultural Understanding

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

1

This course introduces scientific method, data gathering,
research design, statistical analysis, and computer applications
for international relations and comparative studies research.
This course relates to the environment, as it requires students to
delve into a research topic of their choice, often associated with
the environment.

1

This course teaches students to apply research methods in
international studies to an original research project. This course
relates to the environment, as it explores a culture's
environment and discusses sustainability within that culture.

International Service,
School

106 Agrarianism in the Americas

International Service,
School

490 H20 Greens

International Service,
School

International Service,
350 Pol Ecol of Food & Agriculture School
International Service,
School
106 Globalization 3.0

1

SISU

102 Sustainability, Dev, & Design

SISU

216 Contemporary Russia

International Service,
School

1

SISU

Marginalization &
340 Conservation

International Service,
School

1

102 Sustainability, Dev, & Design

International Service,
School

SISU

240 International Development

130 Intercultural Understanding

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores workings of the global industrial food system. The main
objective of this course is to get students to about the future of
food, through an exploration and evluation of a range of visions
for a safe, sustainable food system.

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment through its exploration of global
health policy and practice, such as the global burden of disease,
in addition to organizational, economic, and political
determinants of intervention.

International Service,
School

SISU

1

The course falls under an independent study project in
International studies. This particular course, however, focuses on
the utilization of outdoor space by installing hydroponic gardens.

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course ex

International Service,
School

SISU

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores the agrarian revolution in the Americas. Students learn
about the agriculture industry and its transition from hand labor
to machine farming, and how that affected America's food
production and society.

1

102 Global Public Health

SISU

1

This course introduces students to the field of intercultural
communication, offering a balanced mix of competency
development and academic understanding of the subject area.
This course is focused on the environment, as it delves into the
intercultural aspects that make up an environment.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment as it expands on the development
and design of sustainable infrastructure and material items.
This course is related to the environment, as it explores Russia's
contemporary political culture and its historical, economic,
geographic, and social roots.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment as it focuses on conservation within
countries that are marginalized.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment as it expands on the development
and design of sustainable infrastructure and material items.

1

This course covers the history of the field of international
development from colonialism to current issues. This course
relates to the environment, as it delves into the environmental
concerns inihibiting international development.
This course introduces students to the field of intercultural
communication, offering a balanced mix of competency
development and academic understanding of the subject area.
This course is focused on the environment, as it delves into the
ways in which an environment affects one's ability to
communicate interculturally.

SISU

SISU

SISU

International Service,
360 Discourse & Power in Int'l Dev School

419 Agriculture to Agribusiness

International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on power and discourse within international
development, focusing on class, status, gender, culture, and
religion. This course relates to the environment, as students
explore different factors that contribute to an environment.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular capstone
reflects on the legal considerations affecting production,such as
environmental control and the processing and distribution of
agricultural and animal products to feed the world.

International Service,
250 Env Sustainblty/Global Health School

1

SISU

International Service,
490 Intersection of Food & Culture School

1

SISU

102 Globalization & Int'l Business

International Service,
School

1

SISU

Separatism, Power & South
490 Asia

International Service,
School

SISU

SISU

SISU

SISU

490 Themes & Concepts in Africa

International Service,
School

Environment, Conflict, &
419 Peace

International Service,
School

106 Water in World Politics

International Service,
School

230 Analysis of US Foreign Policy

This topic falls under the independent study project in
International Studies. The course explores food, ideology,
identity, and media in America; relates to the environment in
regards to the association between American environment and
culture and the food Americans consume.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on how globalization intersects with other areas such as
economic development, political science, the environment and
gender issues.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
delves into South Asia and its sustainable developments.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
covers the themes of Africa, including state, society, economy,
and international affairs. The course poses important questions
on the governance, the roles of civil society, and ethnic and
communal diversity. This course focuses on the environment, as
it explores the multifaceted components that add up to the
nature of Africa.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular capstone
focuses on the emerging interdisciplinary field of environmental
peacemaking, with a focus on relationship-building between
conflict actors. The capstone examines the interactions among
violence, conflict, peace, security, and the natural environment.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on cross-national dimensions of water politics and
policy. A major theme includes water and climate change.

1

International Service,
School

This course exposes students to a range of perspective and tools
in the study of the global environment and global health,
including market-based approaches, environmental justice,
political economy, and sustainability assessment tools.

1

This course examines the history of U.S foreign relations, the
institutions and politics involved in the formulation and
implementation of U.S foreign policy. This course is
environmentally focused, as it explores environmental policy.

SISU

324 Breakfast in the Americas

International Service,
School

1

SISU

106 Living in a Walmart World

International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
introduces students to the lives of commodity company owners,
producers, and consumers, and trace the role coffee, sugar, and
bananas have played in the historical development of the
western hemisphere. In the process, they also explore
environmental issues, globalization, price fluctuations, and terms
of trade in Latin America.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the consumerism within America and the corporation
that is Walmart.

1

This course focuses on honeybees as both a metaphorical and
pragmatic example through which to view broader international
relations issues such as sustainable development, commodities
and the global economy, labor and migration, and democratic
processes.

SISU

The Honeybee & Int'l
419 Relations

International Service,
School

SISU

343 Third World Cities

International Service,
School

1

This course sets out to understand and analyze the dimensions
and challenges of the rapidly growing cities and mega-cities of
the Third World, giving attention to topics such as poverty,
unemployment, housing, water, infrastructure, revenue, health,
and the environment.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
relates to the environment through its exploration of global
health policy and practice, such as the global burden of disease,
in addition to organizational, economic, and political
determinants of intervention.

102 Global Public Health

International Service,
School

SISU

102 Sustainability, Dev, & Design

International Service,
School

1

SISU

320 Economic Inequality & Devel

International Service,
School

1

SISU

ITEC

ITEC

IBUS

350 Digital Leadership & Strategy

355 Production/Operation Mgmt

423 Int'l Business & Trade Intern

Kogod: Info
Technology

Kogod: Info
Technology

Kogod: International
Business

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment as it expands on the development
and design of sustainable infrastructure and material items.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on economic inequality and development, focusing on
sustainable development.

1

In this course, students learn what it takes to be an effective
leader in the digital economy and how organizations strategically
use information and digital technologies to improve their
performance. This course is related to sustainability through case
studies that are used as examples throughout the course.

1

This course explores production and operations management
(POM), which refers to the management of all activities and
processes involving materials, people, capital, information, and
other resources in order to produce goods and provide services.
This course relates to the environment through the use of
sustainability related case studies, which expand on sustainable
operations.

1

This internship gives students the opportunity to intern with one
of many national and multinational agencies and organizations
while participating in this program. This internship is
sustainability related, as many students choose to intern with
environmental organizations or tackle environmental policy in
their respective internships.

IBUS

420 Int'l Business & Trade Sem I

Kogod: International
Business

1

This seminar provides an in-depth introduction to the nature and
workings of international business and trade. The seminar also
teaches students about the functional operations of
international business, such as marketing, HRM, finance,
accounting, and international law. This course relates to the
environment in regards to the work on environmental policy
within international business.

IBUS

421 Int'l Business & Trade Sem II

Kogod: International
Business

1

This seminar is a continuation of the description above.

1

This course focuses on the key issues in the global business
environment, as well as global corporate strategy and
operations. These issues include the global role of the
corporation, globalization, internationalization, international
trade, foreign direct investment, multilateral institutions, the
international monetary system, and political, economic, and
cultural difference.

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
International Business. This course focuses on the online
presence that small-to-medium enterprise hold within the field
of business. This course relates to the environment in regards to
how the business world thrives based on its environment.

IBUS

IBUS

200 The Global Marketplace

490 E-business Models for SME's

Kogod: International
Business

Kogod: International
Business

IBUS

IBUS

IBUS

IBUS

IBUS

IBUS

IBUS

GNED

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

408 Export-Import Management

200 The Global Marketplace

490 Women in Arab Business

401 Cultural Envir of Int Business

Kogod: International
Business

Kogod: International
Business

Kogod: International
Business

96 Global Project

230 Global Sustainability

Entrepreneurship Business
383 Plan

469 New Venture Startup

417 Sustainability Systems

1

This course focuses on key issues in global business
environment, as well as global corporate strategy and
operations. Topics include globalization, internationalization,
international trade, and politic, economic, and cultural
differences. This course relates to the environment, as it
explores the international business environment.
This course falls under the independent study project in
International Business. The course explores the role Arab
women play in the global business environment, focusing on the
environment as a social and cultural indicator of how Arab
women are percieved within the business world.

1

Kogod: International
Business

1

This course explores the cultural factors affecting international
business operations and their influence on the principal business
functions of finance, marketing, procurement, production, public
and external relations, and research and development. This
course focuses on the environment, as it delves into external
relations and cultural factors that affects the international
business environment.

1

This survey course explores the nature and scope of global trade
and investment- the international monetary system and
exchange markets, and differences in national cultures in
providing in the environment in which trade and investment and
take place. The course additionally focuses on the impacts that
this environment has on the operating decisions of multinational
enterprises.

Kogod: International
Business

1

This course focuses on the key issues in the global business
environment, as well as global corporate strategy and
operations. These issues include the global role of the
corporation, globalization, internationalization, international
trade, foreign direct investment, multilateral institutions, the
international monetary system, and political, economic, and
cultural difference.

Kogod: International
Business

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course

Kogod: International
300 Fundamentals of Int'l Business Business

200 The Global Marketplace

1

This course explores the management of the marketing
processes of export/import operations, particularly for small and
medium size firms. This course is focused on the environment, as
it delves into the business and marketing environment and
understanding the tools to implement marketing selection
strategies for a target audience by feeling out their environment
and needs.

Kogod: International
Business

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

1

This course falls under general education area topic 3, whereby
students explores the environmental policy and sustainability
indicators that are held worldwide.

1

This course helps students understand the principles for
developing entrepreneurial business plans to successfully create,
build, and manage a new venture. This course relates to the
environment, as it teaches students how to assess and
implement a thriving business environment.

1

This course focuses on the important components of an
entreprenurial business plan through the lens of critical
operational, financial, and legal strategies and execution. This
course realtes to the environment, as it teaches students about
the multifaceted business environment.

1

This course provides a general understanding of key legal,
regulatory, and policy issues that relate to the concept of
sustainability across three primary tracks: business, science, and
policy. The course providds a foundational background that
focuses on sustainability and its interplay with related legal and
regulatory principles.

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

Music Publishing and
305 Copyright
Nonprofit/Soc
360 Entrepreneurship

458 Business Policy and Strategy

361 Global Entrepreneurship

201 Global Corporate Citizenship

484 Consulting & Project Mgmt

Mgmt & Organizational
353 Behavior

201 Global Corporate Citizenship

458 Business Policy and Strategy

201 Global Corporate Citizenship

458 Business Policy and Strategy

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

1

This course provides an introduction to the basics of the rights
that composers and lyricists receive under U.S Copyright Law and
the role of the music publisher in popularizing songs. This course
relates to the environment, as it focuses on the ins and outs of
the business and music environment.

1

This course focuses on entrepreneurship's actual and potential
contribution to changing lives, improving the environment in
which we live, and its contribution to overall national, regional,
and local economic and social development.

1

This course focuses on the integration of knowledge in functional
areas of business and simulation of management experiences.
Various methods of stimulating a management environment are
employed, including case studies and computerized
management problems. This course relates to the environment
in terms of its focus on creating a management environment.

1

This course explores the complex considerations in developing,
starting, and growing an entrepreneurship enterprise in multiple
contexts and cultures. This course relates to the environment, as
it incorporates case studies that focus on healthy and inclusive
business environments.

1

This course prepares students to be managers and leaders of
businesses that practice good citizenship in the global economy.
This course relates to the environment, as it leads students to
understand the complexity of the business environment.

1

This course provides critical skills for consulting and project
management in business, government, and other organizations.
Through the introduction of successful management consulting
projects, developing and managing client relationships, project
definition, building a project team, and planning, students are
introduced to the pillars that make up a thriving business
environment.

1

This course provides a broad framework and skills for managers
in a variety of contexts, including organizational goals and
responsibilities, models, decision theory, planning, control,
motivation, leadership, group behavior, team skills intensive,
conflict, and organizational change. This course sets an example
of how a healthy and thriving business environment should
function.

1

This course prepares students to be managers and leaders of
businesses that practice good citizenship in the global economy.
This course relates to the environment, as it leads students to
understand the complexity of the business environment.

1

This course focuses on methods of stimulating a management
environment are employed, including case studies and
computerized management problems. This course relates to the
environment, as it teaches students how to thrive in a
managerial environment.

1

This course prepares students to be managers and leaders of
businesses that practice good citizenship in the global economy.
This course relates to the environment, as it leads students to
understand the complexity of the business environment.

1

This course focuses on methods of stimulating a management
environment are employed, including case studies and
computerized management problems. This course relates to the
environment, as it teaches students how to thrive in a
managerial environment.

MGMT

201 Global Corporate Citizenship

Kogod: Management

MGMT

230 Global Sustainability

Kogod: Management

MKTG

MKTG

MKTG

WRTG

WRTG

301 Consumer Behavior

301 Consumer Behavior

Marketing & Business for
250 Comm

100 College Writing

101 College Writing Seminar

Kogod: Marketing

1
1

Kogod: Marketing

Literature

Literature

This course explores the study of marketing, psychology,
sociology, and cultural anthropology to determine motivations
for product purchases. Through a multimedia approach, students
learn to analyze consumer decisions for products or services and
to determine effectiveness of information provided by
government and charitable organizations. This course relates to
the environment through the lens of the marketing, business,
and consumer environments.

1

Kogod: Marketing

This course prepares students to be managers and leaders of
businesses that practice good citizenship in the global economy.
This course relates to the environment, as it leads students to
understand the complexity of the business environment.
This course falls under general education area topic 3, whereby
students explores the environmental policy and sustainability
indicators that are held worldwide.

1

This course explores the study of marketing, psychology,
sociology, and cultural anthropology to determine motivations
for product purchases. Through a multimedia approach, students
learn to analyze consumer decisions for products or services and
to determine effectiveness of information provided by
government and charitable organizations. This course relates to
the environment through the lens of the marketing, business,
and consumer environments.

1

This course provides an introduction to the fundamentals of
marketing and business relevant to media and communications.
Includes an overview of the principles of marketing, business
environment, and business strategy and an introduction to
microeconomics and financial statements. This course relates to
the environment through the lens of a business environment.

1

This course aims to improve students' skills in reading and
understanding, summarizing, and synthesizing information
correctly, while being able to write on a college level. This course
pertains to the environment, as students often read articles and
books about the environment and sustainability.

1

This seminar continues the work that begun the previous
semester in terms of reading, writing, and comprehension, yet
this semester, students are able to sign up for whichever seminar
topic interests them. The seminar topics range from many
different interests. One seminar that is offerred is centered
around sustainability.
This intensive course works to develop students' academic
writing and research skills, building students' abilities to
construct extended arguments and synthesize diverse materials.
This course relates to the environment through the curriculum,
including educational articles and works by environmental
activists.

WRTG

106 College Writing, Intensive

Literature

1

MATH

211 Applied Calculus I

Mathematics /
Statistics

1

This course explores the functions, differentiation, and
integration of calculus. Students are taught how to apply
concepts and functions they have learned to real world
situations, especially within business. This course relates to the
environment through the application of calculus to the business
environment.

1

This course focuses on data presentation, display, averages,
dispersion, probability, sampling distributions, confidence
intervals, and tests of significance. The course relates to the
environment, as it uses sustainability related case studies as its
data.

STAT

202 Basic Statistics

Mathematics /
Statistics

STAT

202 Basic Statistics - BUS/ECON

Mathematics /
Statistics

This course focuses on data presentation, display, averages,
dispersion, probability, sampling distributions, confidence
intervals, and tests of significance. The course relates to the
environment, as it uses sustainability related case studies as its
data.

1

STAT

202 Basic Statistics: General

Mathematics /
Statistics

1

MATH

170 Precalculus Mathematics

Mathematics /
Statistics

1

This course focuses on data presentation, display, averages,
dispersion, probability, sampling distributions, confidence
intervals, and tests of significance. The course relates to the
environment, as it uses sustainability related case studies as its
data.
This course explores the fundamentals of algebraic, logarithmic,
exponential, and trigonometric functions. The curriculum relates
to the environment through the use of sustainability related
data.

MATH

Honors Capstone:
490 Tomography

Mathematics /
Statistics

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
mathematics. This course relates to the environment as it
incorporates statistical examples that are sustainability related.

1

This course develops the foundations of mathematical analysis
by focusing on the real numbers as a complete ordered field,
infinite sequences and series, limits and continuity, and key
theorems of the differential and integral calculus. This course
relates to sustainability as it incorporates statistical examples
that are sustainability related.

1

This course is designed to teach scientific rigor in the use of
computer and/or computational tools. Techniques from
mathematics are introduced which lead to efficient algorithm
design, algorithm analysis, data classification, data manipulation,
and scientific computation. This course relates to the
environment as it incorporates statistical examples that are
sustainability related.

1

This course falls under general education area topic 1. This
course will explore various manifestations of that perspective
through reading and analyzing modern/contemporary plays and
interaction with professionals in the field. The course will be
divided into units focusing on oppression that stems from race,
class, gender, and political/social issues. This course relates to
the environment, as it incorporates characteristics that make up
an environment.

1

This course delve into Eastern philosophy on being, world,
society, and ethics, and examine Eastern philosophers' views on
the nature of self, personhood, politics, family, and gender;
logics, religion, and cosmology. This course relates to the
environment in terms of how Eastern philosophy percieves
society and its inhabitants.

MATH

MATH

GNED

PHIL

420 Intro to Analysis

460 Tools of Scientific Computing

210 Theater as Protest

211 Intro to Asian Philosophy

Mathematics /
Statistics

Mathematics /
Statistics

Performing Arts

Philosophy / Religion

PHIL

241 Bioethics

Philosophy / Religion

1

PHIL

Honors Capstone in
398 Philosophy

Philosophy / Religion

1

SPA

Public Affairs, School
370 Amer Environ Policy & Politics of

EDU

96 Bilingual and ESL Methods

School of Education

This course introduces the growing field of bioethics, examining
the ethial implications of recent developments in bio-medical
technology, as well as the ethical lessons of historical cases. This
course relates to the environment, as it covers cases and ethical
lessons that focus directly on the environment.
This course falls under an honors project in Philosophy. This
course relates to the environment, as it explores societal and
cultural perceptions.

1

This course introduces the issues, institutions, and processes
that determine environmental policy in the U.S.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on bilingual identites and ESL, and the cross-cultural
interactions among the two. This course focuses on the
environment, as it approaches the cultural and environmental
considerations and challenges with both bilingual identities, in
addition to ESL.

EDU

EDU

EDU

488 Foreign Language

96 Bilingual and ESL Methods

285 Education for Int'l Devel

School of Education

School of Education

School of Education

1

This course is the first part in a two-part sequence designed to
develop knowledge and understanding of effective instruction
and classroom management in secondary education. The course
addresses the methods, materials, and management of
secondary school subjects. This course relates to the
environment through the use of sustainability related case
studies.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on bilingual identites and ESL, and the cross-cultural
interactions among the two. This course focuses on the
environment, as it approaches the cultural and environmental
considerations and challenges with both bilingual identities, in
addition to ESL.

1

This course focuses on the conserving role of education as a
socializing agent, in addition to the liberating role of education as
an enginge of change. Class discussion surround the role of
education in social, economic, political, and human development
in the developing world. This course is sustainability related, as
some of the books discussed throughout class focus on the
environment within different, less developed countries.

EDU

Student Teaching Sem Prof
499 Prac

School of Education

1

EDU

Independent Study in
490 Education

School of Education

1

This seminar prepare students to develop ideas and strategies to
improve their classroom effectiveness. Preparation of a
reflective case study and completion of a professional portfolio
and an on-line journal are required. This course relates to the
environment in terms of analyzing and structuring classroom
environments and teacher to student relationships.
The independent study project in education relates to the
environment, as it explores different learning environments and
teaching styles depending on the group of students and their
needs.

1

This course explores the concept of applied leadership and its
role in advancing social change on a micro and macro level.
Through hands-on activities, experiential learning pedagogy,
students create a community-based project of their choice. This
course relates to the environment in terms of creating a learning
environment whereby students reflect on their leadership
potential and responsibilities.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on research. This course relates to the environment, as it
incorporates case studies that are sustainability related.

1

This course builds women's understanding of leadership
challenges and opportunities at the societal, political, and
economic levels, and increases women's self-confidence and
ability to apply proven leadership strategies to their own
professional and/or personal lives. The course provides students
with an understanding of the current discourse on women's
leadership, highlighting common trends and behaviors that
affect leadership opportunities for women, and assist women in
developing strategies and tactics to attain their leadership
potential. This course relates to the environment in regards to a
woman's experience within her environment in terms of societal,
political, and economic factors and challenges.

1

This course is an introduction to sociology that focuses on the
process of global social change as a critical factor in
understanding contemporary societies. This course relates to the
environment in its emphasis on today's global society, including
the similarities and differences within it.

SPEX

SPEX

SPEX

SOCY

55 Applied Leadership

196 Intro to College Inquiry

51 Women and Leadership

150 Global Sociology

School of Prof / Extd
Studies
School of Prof / Extd
Studies

School of Prof / Extd
Studies

Sociology

SOCY

SOCY

SOCY

SOCY

SOCY

SOCY

JLC

150 Global Sociology

490 DC Women's Health

490 Lifespan Health Systems

335 Sociology of Birth and Death

100 U.S. Society

Sociology

Sociology

Sociology

Sociology

Sociology

396 Health &Rights in Global Persp Sociology

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
sociology. This particular course uncovers the health status of
women living in DC, in addition to the health education and
services granted to them. This course relates to the
environment, as it directly shows how a woman's environment
can affect her ability to receive care, as well as her knowledge
and health efficacy.

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
sociology. This particular course explores health systems within
the U.S. This course relates to the environment, as it explores
how different environments holds different standards of health
and health education.

1

This course examines the sociological dimensions of human
"entry and exit." It focuses on how society supports, controls,
and constrains our arrival into and departure from the social
world. This course relates to the environment, as it explores the
social, organizational, and cultural dimensions of birth and death
within an environment and their varying meaning depending on
the environment and culture.

1

This course explores how organizations and institutions influence
the way Americans think, talk, feel, and act; and how different
groups (racial and ethnic) and divisions (gender and class) within
society have differential access to power and privilege. This
course relates to the environment in showing how each
environment holds different beliefs and feelings towards
different groups and divisions.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
delves into the right to healthcare and access to health services
from a global perspective. This course relates to the
environment, as it shows how different environments hold
different standards of health.

SPA Justice,Law /
422 Advocate: Offenders in Society Criminology

JLC

411 Legal History Seminar

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

JLC

Modern Constitutional
490 Thought

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

JLC

The Conciliar Reform
490 Movement

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

JLC

1

This course is an introduction to sociology that focuses on the
process of global social change as a critical factor in
understanding contemporary societies. This course relates to the
environment in its emphasis on today's global society, including
the similarities and differences within it.

110 Western Legal Tradition

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

1

This course is an in-depth study of the philosophy, organizational
structure, and operation of various institutions in the justice
field, employing direct observation through on-site visits and
discussions with officials, along with theoretical material. This
course is focused on the environment in terms of the
sustainability related case studies incorporated into the class
curriculum.

1

This course introduces students to the comparative study of
legal history with a primary focus on the civil and common law
traditions. This course is sustainability related due to the
sustainability related case studies used during class.

1

This course falls under the independent research in justice. This
course relates to the environment, as it incorporates case
studies that are sustainability related.

1

This course falls under the independent research in justice. This
course relates to the environment, as it incorporates case
studies that are sustainability related.

1

This course examines the key legal documents and issues of the
tradition including the Code of Hammurabi, the Ten
Commandments, the trials of Socrates and Jesus, the Magna
Carta, the Rule of Law, and Common Law. This course related to
the environment, as the course incorporates case studies that
are sustainability related.

JLC

JLC

451 Drugs, Crime & Public Policy

309 Justice and Public Policy

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

GOVT

490 Justifying Inequality?

SPA: Government

HNRS

Advanced Concepts Islamic
490 Fina

University Honors /
Scholars

HNRS

HNRS

HNRS

498 Global Health

University Honors /
Scholars

200 Climate Chng Sci/Politics/Pol

University Honors /
Scholars

498 Us Agricultural Policy

1

This course reviews the history of drug abuse in America, the
relationship between drug abuse and crime, including marijuana,
heroin, and alcohol, national strategies to deal with drug abuse,
improvement of policies in the future. This course relates to the
environment, as it brings forth the idea of why those of certain
environments tend to abuse drugs.

1

This course analyzes the structure of the legal profession from
U.S. and cross-cultural perspectives, including the structure and
organization of the bar, the social hierarchy of the profession,
ethical and moral issues faced by lawyers, the changing status of
women and minorities in the profession, and access to legal
services for the poor. This course relates to the environment in
regards to the hierarchical, racial, and gender distinctions within
the legal system in the U.S. that differ in other countries.

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
government. This course relates to the environment, as it
incorporates case studies that are sustainability related.

1

This course falls under the honors independent study project.
This course relates to the environment, as it incorporates case
studies that are sustainability related.

University Honors /
Scholars

300 Nicaragua: Unfinished Revol

University Honors /
Scholars

1

HNRS

Cause of Env. Problem in
498 China

University Honors /
Scholars

1

HNRS

Environment and
302 Development

University Honors /
Scholars

HNRS

300 The Idea of Nature

University Honors /
Scholars

University Honors /
210 Forensic Science/Criminal Just Scholars

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular capstone
reflects on the legal considerations affecting production,such as
environmental control and the processing and distribution of
agricultural and animal products to feed the world.

1

HNRS

HNRS

1

This capstone explores global health policy and practice. The
capstone relates to sustainability, as the standard of health can
be dictated through the environmental health and wellbeing of
the community.
This course exposes students to a range of perspectives and
tools in the study climate change, policy, and global
environment, including market-based approaches,
environmental justice, political economy, and sustainability
assessment tools.

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores the documentary titled, "Nicaragua: An Unfinished
Revolution." The documentary exposes the conflict between the
United States and Nicaragua. The course relates to the
environment in terms of cultural and politics norms that make up
an environment.

1

This capstone relates to the environment as it discusses the
environmental changes that China plans to make.
This course focuses on the environment as it expands on the
development and design of sustainable infrastructure and
material items.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores nature in a philosophical sense. The relationship
between nature and religion is analyzed. This course relates to
the environment, as students come to find how different
religious perspectives generate different environment relations.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on forensic science/criminal justice. This course relates
to the environment, as environmental forensic case studies are
used as examples, whereby scientific methods are applied
towards environmental crimes.

WGSS

240 Sexualities Studies

Women's, Gender /
Sexuality St

1

This course considers the significance of the field of sexuality
studies emergent in the U.S., and the relationship of sexuality,
something commonly thought of as intimate, to the realm of the
institutional, discursive, and policy. This course relates to the
environment, as students learn about the general perception
that our environment has on topics of sex, gender, and
sexuality/desire.

CHIN

312 Advanced Chinese I

World Languages and
Cultures

1

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.

CHIN

25 Advanced Chinese II

World Languages and
Cultures

1

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.

CHIN

25 Chinese, Elementary II

World Languages and
Cultures

1

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.

CHIN

212 Chinese, Intermediate I

World Languages and
Cultures

1

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.

SPAN

25 Spanish, Elementary I

World Languages and
Cultures

1

SPAN

252 Spanish, Intermediate I

World Languages and
Cultures

1

SPAN

25 Spanish, Intermediate II

World Languages and
Cultures

1

CHIN

25 Chinese, Elementary II

World Languages and
Cultures

1
1

SPAN

355 Creative Writing in Spanish

World Languages and
Cultures

SPAN

357 Intro to Latin American Lit

World Languages and
Cultures

FREN

L'environnement Autour Le
490 Mond

World Languages and
Cultures

WSEM

WSEM

WSEM

WSEM

496 The Int'l Politics of Water

120 Mentored Field Practicum
Washington Summer
400 Intern/Sem

120 Mentored Field Practicum

WSM Washington
Semester

WSM Washington
Semester
WSM Washington
Semester

WSM Washington
Semester

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.
This course focuses on the environment in regards to the
environmental issues and policies that are implemented within
spanish speaking countries.
This course focuses on the environment in regards to the
environmental issues and policies that are implemented within
spanish speaking countries.
This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.

1

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.
Students are able to explore their creativity and apply their
spanish writing skills through creating writing. The course relates
to the environment, as the topics for the works of writing pertain
to the cultural, environmental, and political state in Latin
America.

1

This course relates to the environment through the use of books
and materials that are sustainability related.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores the international politics of water. The course relates to
the environment, as it delves into how politics internationally is
affected by the availability of water.

1

This course grants students the opportunity to intern for an
organization of their choice, as their professor helps them along
the way, serving as a mentor. The purpose of this course is to
help students gain the skills, experience, and contacts necessary
to maximize their education and knowledge of D.C. This course is
sustainability focused, as many of the internships that students
pursue are for environmental organizations.

1

The Washington Summer Internship Program is designed to
provide on-the-job training for college students from across the
country in their respective fields of interest. The internships that
students pursue are often sustainability-focused.

1

This course grants students the opportunity to intern for an
organization of their choice, as their professor helps them along
the way, serving as a mentor. The purpose of this course is to
help students gain the skills, experience, and contacts necessary
to maximize their education and knowledge of D.C. This course is
sustainability focused, as many of the internships that students
pursue are for environmental organizations.

WSEM

WSEM

WSM Washington
496 Write Well and Get Published Semester

120 Mentored Field Practicum

WSM Washington
Semester

1

This course is designed to teach students the fundamentals of
journalistic writing in a variety of forms- features, personal
essays, blogs, opinion pieces, as well as how to market stories to
print and online publications. This course is focused on
sustainability, as the pieces that students pursue are often
sustainability focused.

1

This course grants students the opportunity to intern for an
organization of their choice, as their professor helps them along
the way, serving as a mentor. The purpose of this course is to
help students gain the skills, experience, and contacts necessary
to maximize their education and knowledge of D.C. This course is
sustainability focused, as many of the internships that students
pursue are for environmental organizations.

1

This course focuses on the environment, as students receive the
knowledge and tools to manage sustainability development
issues and bridge the gaps between divides in environmental
policy and goals.

1

This seminar teaches students about the key actors in the global
community, inequity, the Sustainable Development Goals, social
entrepreneurship, and conservation and climate change.

1

This seminar teaches students about the key actors in the global
community, inequity, the Sustainable Development Goals, social
entrepreneurship, and conservation and climate change.

1

This seminar teaches students about the key actors in the global
community, inequity, the Sustainable Development Goals, social
entrepreneurship, and conservation and climate change.

WSEM

WSM Washington
496 Sustainable Devel Res Project Semester

WSEM

496 Sustainable Devel Seminar I

WSM Washington
Semester

WSEM

496 Sustainable Devel Seminar II

WSM Washington
Semester

WSEM

WSM Washington
496 Sustainable Develop Seminar I Semester

WSEM

Sustainable Develop Seminar
496 II

WSM Washington
Semester

1

WSEM

Washington Sem Ind Study
490 Proj

WSM Washington
Semester

1

WSEM

120 Mentored Field Practicum

GRADUATE
Dept.

ANTH

ANTH

#

COURSE TITLE

WSM Washington
Semester

DEPARTMENT

640 Anthropology of Conservation Anthropology

696 Soc Cont of Bilingual Learners Anthropology

This seminar teaches students about the key actors in the global
community, inequity, the Sustainable Development Goals, social
entrepreneurship, and conservation and climate change.
This project allows students to branch out individually and
explore issues within development towards sustainability.
Students work towards bridging gaps within environmental
policy.

This course grants students the opportunity to intern for an
organization of their choice, as their professor helps them along
the way, serving as a mentor. The purpose of this course is to
help students gain the skills, experience, and contacts necessary
to maximize their education and knowledge of D.C. This course is
sustainability focused, as many of the internships that students
pursue are for environmental organizations.

1

200 93

R

F

Description

1

Topics vary by section; however, this particular course explores
the connections between biology, environmental and social
studies. Students learn about the natural environment and
evolution.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores how social factors and language policy influence the
educational success of bilingual learners, considering the role of
multilinguism and linguistic minorities in society. Students learn
how to mitigate the impact of societal factors on the educational
success of bilingual learners. This course relates to the
environment, as it delves into how an educational
environmentcan impact bilingual learners.

ANTH

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

COMM

640 Climate Justice

517 Hist of Cross-Cultural Cinema

711 Teaching Seminar in Comm

Anthropology

Communication,
School of

Communication,
School of

Communication,
631 Film/Video Prod & Direction I School of

Communication,
634 Film/Video Prod & Direction II School of

Communication,
568 Environ Filmmaking for Pub TV School of

560 Backpack Documentary

502 In-Depth Journalism

640 Principles of Strategic Comm

Communication,
School of
Communication,
School of

Communication,
School of

Communication,
524 Prod Environ & Wildlife Films School of

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores environmental policy debates, as well as the national
outlook on environmental development. Students wil examine
climate issues and develop a new approach around these issues.

1

This course explores the cross-cultural analysis of film and video,
drawing on examples from Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the
Middle East. This course relates to the environment, as it
touches on many different environments in regards to their
cultural and ethnic identity.

1

This course provides students with an overview of teaching
philosophies, course management issues, curriculum issues in
communication, academic culture, and related institutions
significant to the teaching of communication. This course relates
to the environment in regards to the classroom environment.

1

This course provides students with the fundamental technical
and aesthetic considerations involved in visual media
production. This course relates to the environment through the
use of examples. Environmental documentaries are used as a
way to teach students about formatting and cinematography.

1

This course emphasizes planning, treatment and shot scripting,
development of scene and character, location lighting,
refinements of continuity, location sound recording, and visual
design. This course relates to the environment through the use
of examples. Environmental documentaries are used as a way to
teach students about formatting and cinematography.

1

This course provides students with hands-on experience through
writing, producing, shooting, and editing a 30-minute program
for Maryland Public TV and other PBS stations around the
Chesapeake Bay. This course relates to the environment, as
students are assigned to produce a segment focused on their
environment and sustainability.

1

This course reflects the transformation in visual storytelling
made possible by technological advances. This course relates to
the environment through the use of examples. Environmental
documentaries are used as a way to teach students about
formatting and cinematography.

1

This course provides students with the tools to dig deeper into
journalism, whether it be policy, politics, Washington or
technology. This course relates to the environment, as it delves
into topics concerning the environment.

1

This course examines the strategic elements of public
communication strategies with focus on communication
campaigns, public opinion, the media, the role of research,
audience identification, message development, and
communicating to various publics. This course relates to the
environment, as students must explore the role of the
environment in regards to society, politics, culture, and business
as it relates to the ethics of persuasion.

1

This course focuses on the art of producing films: being creative,
selecting and researching issues, writing a film treatment, telling
effective and fascinating stories, finding compelling characters,
pitching powerfully, speaking effectively in public, marketing,
distributing, conducing outreach, raising money, thinking
ethically, and working with NGOs. This course relates to the
environment through the use of examples. Environmental
documentaries are used as a way to teach students about
formatting and cinematography.

COMM

Strategic Communication
646 Pract

Communication,
School of

ECON

690 Analysis of Vulnerability

Economics

ECON

ECON

ECON

ECON

ECON

ECON

ECON

1

1

662 Development Microeconomics Economics

Gender Persp Econ Anlys:
674 Micro

600 Microeconomics

Development
663 Macroeconomics

Survey of Economic
661 Development

624 Applied Econometrics II
Economics MA Capstone
680 Seminar

Economics

Economics

Economics

Economics

Economics

Economics

1

This course applies the principles and skills from other strategic
public communication courses to practical case study
experiences. This course is focused on the environment, as some
of the case studies used pertain to sustainability.
This course falls under the independent study project in
economics. This course relates to the environment through the
use of sustainability related case studies and examples that
pertain to the environment in relation to cultural and societal
vulnerability.
This course examines the meaning and measures of economic
development. Students explore issues at micro and meso levels,
such as poverty traps, coordination failures, credit and labor
market imperfections, health, gender, and population. This
course relates to the environment in regards to the
environmental roadblocks that stall or inhibit economic
development.

1

This course explores the gender dimensions of economic life
drawn from a body of studies and research on gender-aware
analyses in microeconomics, labor, poverty, and social policy.
This course relates to the environment, as it shows how the
economy, gender inequality, and poverty are all social policy
issues that derive from our environment.

1

This course explores the theory of demand, production, and
distribution, as well as market structure and performance. This
course relates to the environment, as it pertains to the
environment's economic success.

1

This course analyzes the role of macroeconomics within
developing countries, including discussion of growth models,
open-economy macroeconomics, exchange rates, monetary
policy, fiscal policy, international trade, and related topics. The
objective is to understand the rationale for and the effectiveness
of different macroeconomic policies in a developing country
setting. This course relates to the environment in regards to how
the policy will impact the environment of a developing country.

1

This course introduces topics, such as poverty, inequality,
gender, growth, trade, finance, employment, debt, exchange
rates, and macro policies in developing countries. This course
relates to the environment, as it focuses on how economic
development at both the micro and macro levels impact the
environment within developing countries.

1

This course introduces topics of econometrics, including timeseries techniques, limited dependent variable models,
simultaneous equations, instrumental variables, and panel data
methods. This course relates to the environment, as it delves
into economic policy that affect an environment.

1

This course examines research methods, the writing of
economics, and the presentation of research. This course relates
to the environment, as it draws on the impact that economic
policy has on an environment and its citizens.

ENVS

505 Energy

Environmental Science

1

This course provides a general overview of sources of energy
utilization with a focus on the relevant physical concepts,
quantification and an emphasis on sustainability.

ENVS

572 Applied Conservation Science Environmental Science

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores …

ENVS

500 Ecohydrology

Environmental Science

1

This course examines how hydrological processes at macro and
watershed scales infleunce aquatic ecology. The emphasis of this
course is on freshwater and estuarine systems. This course
relates to the environment through the exploration of water and
water systems within the environment.

ENVS
ENVS
ENVS

681 Environmental Practicum
Hydrology of Meadowood
690 SRMA
Ngss Standard Beyond
596 Classroom

Environmental Science

1

Students design and implement a research intensive project with
the goal of producing a manuscript for a peer-reviewed
publication. This course is sustainability focused, as students
have chosen to pursue research on environmental/sustainable
developments.
This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental science. Students choose a topic of their choice
that relates to the environment.

Environmental Science

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental science. This course relates to the environment
through sustainability focused topics, such as energy and waste,
diversity, and food and agriculture.

Environmental Science

ENVS

Environmental Science
690 Research

Environmental Science

ENVS

690 Nutr. Analy. DC Green Roofs

Environmental Science

1

1

ENVS

690 Nutrient Pollution Mitigation

Environmental Science

1

ENVS

Clim Chnge/Ocean
696 Acidification

Environmental Science

1

ENVS

581 Environmental Science II

ENVS

Sustainable Waste Mgmt690 Brazil

HPRM

HPRM

HPRM

HFIT

SIS

620 Critical Issues

575 Global Health

Environmental Science

Health / Fitness

618 Strategic Plan in Health Promo Health / Fitness

Behavior Change in Health
650 Prom

U.S.Pol Arab Transtn
793 Countries

1

Health / Fitness

International Service,
School

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
expands on Sustainable Waste Management and its importance
in tending to environmental issues within Brazil.
This course examines current literature on physical fitness,
coronary risk factors, nutrition, smoking, and other issues related
to health and fitness. This course relates to sustainability, as it
focuses on how our environment shapes our health behavior or
lack there of.

1

Health / Fitness

This course falls under the independent study project in
environmental science. This course focuses on the environment,
as it explores nutrient pollution policy and data.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the acidifcation of oceans as a result of carbon
dioxide emisions.
This course delves into the environmental interactions through
the formulation and analysis of simple mathematical models
enabling exploration of the consequences of a variety of
assumptions and conditions.

1

Environmental Science

This course introduces the benefits of green roofs, known to
reduce energy use in buildings and catch stormwater runoff.

1

This course examines health issues around the globe such as
disease rates, maternal and child health, violence, nutrition, and
health care systems. This course focuses on the environment in
relation to how the environment affects a population's health
globally.

1

This course provides exposure to the management concepts and
requirements of planning and developing health promotion
programs. This course relates to the environment, as a
community's environment affects their health outcome.
Students work to develop programs that will combat unhealthy
habits and replace them with healthy habits.

1

This course provides students with an overview of the theory
and application for assisting individuals and groups change
lifestyle behaviors related to health promotion. Students work to
combat unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking, obesity, stress, or
diet for the reduction of chronic disease risk. This course relates
to the environment, as students draw connections between an
environment and individuals' ability to make healthy decisions.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course is
aimed to research, analyze, and recommend a new strategic
policy path for the U.S. in Arab transition countries. This course
relates to the environment, as it covers the rural development
within these Middle Eastern transition countries.

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

793 Climate Ethics & Env Justice

Growth & Dev in the
793 Carribean

795 Climate Risk and Activism

603 Brazil: Rural Development

CARTOGRAPHY AND URBAN
797 POLICY

690 Climate Change & Brazil Agr

637 International Development

Environment and
649 Development

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores initiatives on climate change, human rights, and equity.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the economy, labor market, government policy, and
legal environment within the Caribbean. This course relates to
the environment in regards students' exploration of the
Caribbean legal and governmental environments.

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

SIS

International Service,
635 Introduction to Global Health School

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
international studies. Students explore rural development
theories and practice through agrarian livelihoods and climate
change in Brazil. This course focuses on the environment in
regards to the agricultural exploration and development within
Brazil.
This course tackles the problems of the "change-agent" in
working for development and examines the major development
issues. This course relates to the environment, as agricultural
development and the food system are explored in relation to the
problems with development.

1

International Service,
650 Global Econ & Sustainable Dev School

620 Intro to Environmental Econ

This course falls under the master's thesis supervision. This
course uncovers the history, theory, and innovation behind
urban cartography. This course relates to the environment, as
cartography itself presents us with an image our everchanging
environment.

1

International Service,
School

SIS

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on rural development theories and practice through
agrarian livelihoods and food systems in Brazil. This course
focuses on the environment in regards to the agricultural
exploration and development within Brazil.

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

1

This course falls under the graduate research requirement. This
specific topic focuses on environmental policy, as well as the
national outlook on environmental development. Students wil
examine climate issues and develop a new approach around
these issues.

1

This course focuses on debates concerning various human-made
or development-related root causes of natural-resource
degradation in the Third World. Students look critically at
innovative policy responses, which attempt to link the
environment and development. This course is sustainability
focused, as a large portion of the curriculum explores the
relationship between the environment and development.

1

This course provides students with a glimpse into the political
economy of development. Students delve into the evolution of
global economic activity and draw connections between global
economic interactions and sustainable development.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.
The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from rural
development, managing economic and political reform, etc.
These courses relate to the environment, as both rural
development and economic and political reform focus issues of
sustainability through social learning, action research,
institutional development, and social development
management.

SIS

International Service,
636 Micropolitics of Development School

SIS

Climate Change-Migration
795 Nexus

International Service,
School

SIS

Comm Based Nat Res Mgmt
795 Botswa

SIS

Deconstructing Fishery
795 Models

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS
SIS

SIS

SIS

1

1

The course focuses on the threats posed by climate change and
human migration. This course is sustainability focused, as it
introduces the topic of climatology and sustainability initiatives.

International Service,
School

1

This course delves into natural resource management, focused
on the environment through the exploration of conservation,
climate change, and renewable energy.

International Service,
School

1

Exploring fisheries and fishery models, this course focuses on the
environment, delving into the environmental impact of fisheries.

1

Environmental peacebuilding integrates natural resource
management in conflict prevention, mitigation, resolution, and
recovery to build resilience in communities affected by conflict. See more at:
http://environmentalpeacebuilding.org/#sthash.f2FRpCjP.dpuf

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
international studies. This course expands on the monitoring and
evaluating of wireless application protocol (WAP). This course
focuses on the environment, as it relates to the wireless
application environment produced by WAP.

International Service,
619 Environmental Peacebuilding School

Monitoring and Evaluation
690 WAP

International Service,
School

797 Politic Fallout Nat. Disaster

International Service,
School

620 Water Governance

Global Health, Culture, &
628 Comm
Est. Center
690 /Entrepreneuership

637 International Development

This course introduces social categories that affect politics and
development, such as class, status, ethnicity, caste, gender, and
differences based on culture and religion. The course provides
an opportunity for students to observe a number of case studies.
The course relates to the environment, as the case studies are
sustainability related.

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from crosscultural collaboration in global virtual teams, health and culture
across borders, public diplomacy, social entrepreneurship, global
innovation without frontiers, social media and cultural-political
transformation, race, class, and power in international
education, field research in health communication, foreign
media and public opinion, managing international and
intercultural programs and exchanges, health communication,
disability policy and organization, cyber-conflict in global
perspective, and mass media and terrorism. This course relates
to the environment as some of the topics within the course, such
as health and culture across borders pertain to the environment.

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
international studies.

International Service,
School

International Service,
636 Micropolitics of Development School

This course examines the political fallout of natural disasters,
and its effects on voting. This course relates to the environment
regarding the impact of natural disasters.

1

1

This course tackles the problems of the "change-agent" in
working for development and examines the major development
issues. This course relates to the environment, as agricultural
development and the food system are explored in relation to the
problems with development.
This course introduces social categories that affect politics and
development, such as class, status, ethnicity, caste, gender, and
differences based on culture and religion. The course provides
an opportunity for students to observe a number of case studies.
The course relates to the environment, as the case studies are
sustainability related.

SIS

SIS

SISG

International Service,
797 Another Brics Against the Wall School

635 Urban Development

768 Foundation in Economic Dev

SISG

International Service,
768 Politics of Global Development School

SIS

635 Social Accountability

SIS

SIS

SIS

619 Human Rights and Conflict

619 Conflict and Development

653 Bioterror in the 21st Century

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on how to make cities function better. Students review
literature on the origins and growth of cities and identify
contrasting views as to the role of cities in national
development. This course focuses on the environment, as it
covers the planning of affordable water and sanitation systems,
in addition to urban environmental management with a focus on
waste management, air pollution, and innovative transport
planning.
The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from theories
and concepts in the politics of global development, global politics
of the environment, and analysis of global and international
health politics. This course relates to the environment in regards
to its exploration of global politics of the environment.

1

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

This course examines Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South
Africa (BRICS) and their development. This course relates to the
environment, as students evaluate these countries
environmental welfare.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from theories
and concepts in the politics of global development, global politics
of the environment, and analysis of global and international
health politics. This course relates to the environment in regards
to its exploration of global politics of the environment.
The topics vary by section, with topics rotating from rural
development, managing economic and political reform, etc. This
course focuses on the environment in regards to its exploration
of rural development.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from
international economic policy coordination, emerging capital
markets, international environmental policy, political risk
analysis, international relations of Japan, preventive diplomacy,
United States and Cuba, and nonviolence. This course relates to
the environment, as one of the topics within the course explores
international environmental policy.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from
international economic policy coordination, emerging capital
markets, international environmental policy, political risk
analysis, international relations of Japan, preventive diplomacy,
United States and Cuba, and nonviolence. This course relates to
the environment in regards to the national and international
policy and market environments that are discussed.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from substantive
national security issues such as terrorism, non-proliferation,
intelligence, and defense policies, as well as U.S. foreign policy
toward specific regions or countries. This course focuses on the
environment, as most of the topics focus on security issues and
policy implemented in response to the threat of terrorism within
the environment in the U.S.

SIS

Technology & National
653 Security

International Service,
School

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from substantive
national security issues such as terrorism, non-proliferation,
intelligence, and defense policies, as well as U.S. foreign policy
toward specific regions or countries. This course focuses on the
environment, as it explores national security as a response to the
environmental threat of terrorism within the U.S.

SIS

690 Farm Bill Title Prgrm Analysis

International Service,
School

1

This course focuses on the Agricultural Act of 2014 and analysis
of implications in agriculture and conservation.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

SIS

International Service,
620 Political Ecology of Food & Ag School

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

SIS

793 U.S. Food/Farm Bill Reform

619 Localizing Peace

607 Peace Paradigms

Asia Comp Persp: Gov, Dev,
655 Sec

795 Impact of Migrant Labor

SIS

603 Malaysia/Indonesia: Globaliz

SIS

795 Migrant Labor & Refugees

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

International Service,
School

International Service,
School
International Service,
School
International Service,
School

1

1

This course addresses the need to make use of local peace
resources and to pursue forms of local-international
collaboration that sustainably yield locally valid and effective
solution. This course relates to the environment in regards to its
emphasis on sustainable development.

1

This course provides an overview of the history and
development of five approaches to peace, which students
anaylze and compare: peace through force, through world order,
through communication and conflict resolution, through
nonviolence, and through transformation. This course relates to
the environment through the cultural and environmental
approaches to peace.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from themes in
comparative and regional studies including politics, economy,
identity, regional security, civil society, governance, foreign
policy, democratization, and globalization in Asian and Southeast
Asian countries. This course relates to the environment in
regards to the exploration of globalization, which is burdensome
for the environment.

1

This course falls under the master's research requirement. This
course evaluates the impact that migrant workers have on the
labor market, which varies depending on the skills and services
that they provide. This course relates to the environment, as it
follows the environmental changes that occur as a result of
migrant workers.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores globalization within Malaysia and Indonesia. This course
relates to the environment, as it delves into the ways in which
these nations hold with environmental and political forces.

1

Independent study looking at impact of environmental change
on migrant labor.

SIS

International Service,
676 SE Asia, US & Regional Powers School

1

SIS

SE ASIA, US & SOUTH CHINA
795 SEA

1

SIS

SIS
SIS

620 Global Climate Change

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

International Service,
635 Development Management
School
International Service,
730 Green Recov & Recon Training School

This course reviews significant environmental legislation, such as
the Farm Bill and its components. This course focuses on the
environment, as it delves into environmental topics, such as
conservation and energy, agriculture, and rural development.

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
examines the roles and impact of the U.S., Japan and China, and
other regional powers on the transformation of security and
economic frameworks in East and Southeast Asia from the end
of the Second World War to the present. This course relates to
the environment, as it touches on environmental degradation
and natural disasters.
This course explores the U.S.-China relations and examines the
politics and foreign policies of the two. This course relates to the
environment, as it touches on topics such as environmental
policy.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from rural
development, managing economic and political reform, etc.
These courses relate to the environment, as both rural
development and economic and political reform focus issues of
sustainability through social learning, action research,
institutional development, and social development
management.

SIS

Rapid Environ Impact
730 Assessmnt

International Service,
School

1

SIS

International Service,
620 Sustainable Dsg/LEED Training School

1

This course explores the Rapid Environmental Impact
Assessment, with the purpose of identifying potential
environmental problems or risk factors. This course is focused on
the environment, as it identifies issues, offers solutions, and
promotes awareness to better our environment.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
introduces students to the components that play a role in
planning, constructing, maintaining, and operating sustainable
buildings through the use of Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED).

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from
international economic policy coordination, emerging capital
markets, international environmental policy, political risk
analysis, international relations of Japan, preventive diplomacy,
United States and Cuba, and nonviolence. This course focuses on
the environment, as it touches on international environmental
policy.

SIS
SIS

International Service,
619 Corp Soc Respons in Glbl Cntxt School
International Service,
School
795 By Any Other Name

SIS

660 Environment and Politics

SIS

797 Pig Production in Costa Rica

SIS

SIS

SIS

620 Post Carbon World

619 Seminar in Int'l Affairs

620 Urban Political Ecology

1

International Service,
School
International Service,
School
International Service,
School

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

This course falls under the master's research requirement.

1

This course provides students with an introduction to
environmental politics and policy, with emphasis on the
international, transnational and global dimensions. This course is
sustainability focused, as students are introduced to conceptual
frameworks, issue areas, and analytic approaches to the field of
sustainability.

1

This course falls under the master's thesis supervision.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from
international economic policy coordination, emerging capital
markets, international environmental policy, political risk
analysis, international relations of Japan, preventive diplomacy,
United States and Cuba, and nonviolence. This course relates to
the environment in regards to the national and international
policy and market environments that are discussed.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

SIS

750 Program Evaluation

International Service,
School

SIS

635 Pop, Migration & Devel

International Service,
School

1

SIS

648 Women and Development

International Service,
School

1

SIS

602 AU-Univ for Peace Exchange

International Service,
School

1

1

The topic varies by section, covering methods used in the field of
international affairs, including policy analysis, program
evaluation, qualitative methods, and advanced quantitative
methods. This course relates to the environment in regards to
the case studies pertaining to environmental policy.
The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from rural
development, managing economic and political reform, etc.
These courses focus on the environment, as both rural
development and economic and political reform explore and
tackle sustainability initiatives.
This course explores the diverse socioeconomic, cultural,
religious and political factors that affect women including the
impact of development itself. This course is focused on the
environment, as it delves into how women are impacted by their
environment.
The topic varies by section; the course constitutes key elements
in American University-University for Peace, Costa Rica exchange
program.

SIS

SIS
SIS

660 Environment and Politics

792 Practice of Int'l Relations
Sacred Lakes and
795 Conservation

International Service,
School

International Service,
School
International Service,
School

SIS

International Service,
635 Soc Enterprise: Context/Pract School

SISG

International Service,
768 Sust Dev & Global Envir Policy School

SIS

SIS

SIS

KSB

KSB

FIN

REAL

The Future of
620 Environmentalism

620 Intro to Environmental Econ

653 Business Leadership Skills

International Service,
School

612 Strat Thinking for Decisions

Kogod School of
Business

Kogod School of
Business

Kogod: Finance / Real
690 Risk Factors: Returns on Bonds Estate

734 Real Estate Development

Kogod: Finance / Real
Estate

1

This course helps students in integrating classroom learning
about political, economic, and social issues of a specific country
into their experience outside the classroom. This course focuses
on the environment, as it challenges students to become more
aware of the political, economic, and social issues within
different environments.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course

1

This course teaches graduate students about corporate social
responsibility, effective activism, leadership, NGO management
and social entrepreneurship. Students become comfortable with
the corporate environment.
This course provides students with the knowledge and skills
necessary for managing eco-development issues and tackling
Sustainable Development.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

1

The topic varies by section, with topics rotating from water, food
and agriculture, climate and energy, policy analysis, sustainable
design, comparative environmental politics, and environmental
security whereby all topics focus on the environment.

1

International Service,
School

International Service,
658 Financial Issues in Latin Amer School

1

This course provides students with an introduction to
environmental politics and policy, with emphasis on the
international, transnational and global dimensions.

1

This course analyzes the fundamental and precipitating causes of
these financial crises, focusing on economic policy and
institutional shortcomings, as well as on other domestic and
external forces that generate financial instability. This course
relates to the environment, as it delves into the policy
environment in Latin America.

1

This course introduces students to applied business leadership
and skills through interaction with the Washington DC area
business community. This course relates to the environment, as
it introduces students to the business environment within
Washington DC and prepares them to pursue a career in
business in the future.

1

This course encourages students to think strategically about the
skills provided by the functional-level courses and how those
functions, as well as industry and macroenvironmental forces
contribute to company success. This course relates to the
environment through environment related case studies.

1

This course falls under an internship in finance and introduces
students to the risk factors with returns on bonds, such as risk of
inflation, interest rate risk, and credit risk. This course relates to
the environment with regard to the financial environment.

1

This course examines real estate development, including the
pricing and assembly of land and focusing on carrying out a real
estate development project. This course relates to the
environment, as it focuses on the environmental factors that go
into real estate development, such as the purchasing of land.

FIN

FIN

Kogod: Finance / Real
630 Finan Analysis: Concepts/Apps Estate

Student-Managed Investmnt
576 Fund

Kogod: Finance / Real
Estate

1

This course presents finance and accounting concepts as
management tools. Students learn about financial theory and
techniques involving time value of money, valuation, and risk
management and students develop an understanding of a firm's
investment decisions and financing practices. This course relates
to the environment, as students gain an understanding of the
investment culture/environment and how to apply these skills in
the real world.

1

This course is a collaborative class that provides valuable, realtime experiential learning in securities analysis and portfolio
managemnet. This course relates to the environment in terms of
students' exploration of equity markets environment and
economics.

ITEC

610 Applied Managerial Statistics

Kogod: Info
Technology

1

This course allows students to use real-world data sets and PCbased software to describe sets of measurements, construct
probability distributions, estimate numerical descriptive
measures, and build multiple regression models. This course
relates to the environment in regards to the sustainability
related case studies.

IBUS

690 Global Consultancy Project

Kogod: International
Business

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
business.

1

This course provides students with a deeper understanding of
global business through preparation and delivery of an applied
project with a global client by participating in workshops and
traveling to the client site. This course relates to the
environment, as it prepares students to identify and scope out
an environment and construct a business strategy targeting the
needs and wants of that environment.

1

This course falls under the business independent study project.
This course requires students to explore a different culture and
environment and create a business plan to market to that
environment at large. Students are expected to delve into
environmental factors of a country of their choosing and
implement appropriate business and delivery practices.

IBUS

IBUS

687 Global Project Experience

690 Kogod Global Projects

Kogod: International
Business

Kogod: International
Business

IBUS

Kogod: International
618 Manager in International Econ Business

IBUS

Microfin & Global Business
550 Dev

IBUS

745 Global Supply Chain Mgmt

1

Kogod: International
Business

Kogod: International
Business

1

1

This course delves into the practices and principles involved in
conducting the functional aspects of business. This course
relates to the environment, as it encompasses factors of nature,
scope, and trends of international business as well as the
international monetary system, international agreements, and
considerations resulting from the environmental differences
between nation.
This course provides students with an introduction of the
microfinance field. This course focuses on the environment, as it
includes case studies that are sustainability related and focuses
on the financial environment and the impact of microfinance
services.

This course introduces a set of approaches designed to
efficiently integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and
stores so that merchandise is produced and distributed at the
right quantities, the right locations, and the right time in order to
minimize costs while satisfying service level requirements. This
course relates to the environment, as it requires students to
scope out and reinforce an effective supply chain management
approach in global and domestic organizations.

IBUS

Kogod: International
618 Manager in International Econ Business

1

MGMT

596 Water, Power, and Enterprise Kogod: Management

1

This course delves into the practices and principles involved in
conducting the functional aspects of business. This course
relates to the environment, as it encompasses factors of nature,
scope, and trends of international business as well as the
international monetary system, international agreements, and
considerations resulting from the environmental differences
between nation.
The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
focuses on the environment, as it provides intel on energy and
power.

MGMT

690 Sust Redev of Washington, Va Kogod: Management

1

This course provides insight into the sustainable development
issues that are prevalent in the Washington D.C./VA area and the
strides being done to improve the issues, such as community
organizing, education in the developing world, wildlife
preservation coral reefs, women's rights, energy policy, and
climate change innovation.

MGMT

690 Perth Green Space Initiatives

Kogod: Management

1

As part of the Sustainability Management program, this course
focuses on community green space.

MGMT

796 Sustainability Strat Capstone

Kogod: Management

1

This capstone directly focuses on sustainability, as the capstone
delves into sustainability strategy.

1

This course covers the topics that prepare sustainability
executives, sustainability consultants, and sustainability
employee green team members to reduce a large organization's
carbon footprint, including greenhouse gas inventories, climate
planning, conservation and efficiency, onsite and commercial
scale renewable energy, carbon offsets, and climate reporting.
This course focuses on the environment, as it delves into many
environmentally focused topics that promote environmental
welfare.

1

This course introduces sustainable purchasing, in ways that
advance social responsibility and environmental sustainability by
using, maintaining, disposing or re-purposing, goods and services
which improve energy, water, and material efficiency; utilize
renewable energy production; eliminate waste; and enhance
physical employees to adopt sustainability practices.

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

MKTG

MKTG

MATH

596 Managing For Climate Change Kogod: Management

596 Sustainable Prod/Purchasing

Ethics, Social Respon &
635 Govern

551 Marketing for Social Change

612 Marketing Management

550 Complex Analysis

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Management

Kogod: Marketing

Kogod: Marketing

Mathematics /
Statistics

1

This course focuses on understanding and articulating standards
of good behavior and on developing policies and procedures to
assure that standards are met. This course relates to the
environment, as it teaches students about organizational
leadership through their environments, including ethics, social
responsibility, and governance.

1

This course develops the knowledge, skills, and perspectives to
apply fundamental marketing concepts to create beneficial
changes in society. This course relates to the environment, as it
involves working in or with environmental organizations to
promote social change.

1

This course provides students with an introduction to current
marketing management techniques and the tools necessary for
effective marketing decision making. This course relates to the
environment in regards to the environmental marketing strategy
discussed.

1

This course delves into complex functions, Cauchy's theorem and
integral formulae, Taylor and Laurent series, residue calculus and
contour integration, and conformal mapping. This course relates
to the environment, as sustainability related examples are used.

Mathematics /
Statistics

MATH

601 Harmonic Analysis

PHIL

690 Critical Environmental Theory Philosophy / Religion

1
1

This course consists of periodic functions, Fourier series, Fourier
transform and spherical harmonics. The course includes a brief
account of the necessary ingredients from the theory of the
Lebesgue integral. This course relates to the environment, as it
incorporates sustainability related examples.
This course falls under the independent study project in
philosophy. This course is focused on the environment, as it
explores environmental theory.

PHIL

693 Global Ethics

Philosophy / Religion

1

This course discusses ethics, ethical systems, and the
presuppositions of international relations from a critical, crosscultural perspective. This course relates to the environment in
regards to the environmental and cultural aspects that constitute
or make up the ethical standards of a country.

PSYC

698 Directed Research

Psychology

1

This course focuses on research, relating to the environment
through sustainability geared case studies.

1

This course provides students with an introduction to the
historical context and underlying theories of comparative and
international education, focusing on globalization, access, equity,
equality, opportunity, and capacity building. This course relates
to the environment in regards to cultural and equitable
environment that international education systems strive to
achieve.

1

This course falls under the independent study project in
education. This course relates to the environment in regards to
sustainability focused case studies used in class.

1

This course provides a survey of international bilingual
educational policies and practices. Students examine bilingual
education policies, models, and practices associated with
successful and failed attempts at developing bilingual learners.
This course relates to the environment, as it delves into the
perception of bilingual learners within an educational
environment.

1

This course provides students with an understanding on how
social factors and language policy influence the educational
success of bilingual learners. This course relates to the
environment, as it delves into the cultural and societal roles of
multilingualism and linguistic minorities within an educational
environment.

1

This course explores the social theories which have shaped
educational institutions, policies, and practice globally, including
modernization theory and theories of social and cultural
reproduction and economic development. Contemporary
educational issues are discussed, such as equity,
multiculturalism, and global education. This course relates to the
environment in regards to the diverse and contemporary
educational environment.

EDU

EDU

EDU

EDU

EDU

698 Comp & Int'l Education

690 English Proficiency in Spain

650 Intl Pers on Bilingual Edu Pol

School of Education

School of Education

School of Education

651 Soc Cont of Bilingual Learners School of Education

611 Social Theory and Education

School of Education

EDU

525 Prin of Educ Assess/Evaluation School of Education

EDU

Sec English Lrnrs & Commn
696 Core

PME

Quan Methods
502 Monitoring/Eval

School of Education

School of Prof / Extd
Studies

1

This course provides intel on the benefits of assessing and
evaluating education to better determine whether the needs of
the students are met, in addition to their performance. This
course relates to the environment, as sustainability related case
studies are used.

1

This course covers topics of Common Core, which is inclusive of
earth sciences, sustainability, and life systems.

1

This course provides students with the skills to carry out
quantitative data collection methods in monitoring and
evaluation. Students learn quantitative data collection
techniques and strategies, including questionnaire design,
sampling methods and efficacy evaluation, and also how to use
quantitative software. This course relates to the environment
through the use of sustainability related case studies and data.

JLC

790 Mixed Methods Testing

SPA Justice,Law /
Criminology

1

This course falls under the doctoral independent study in justice,
law and criminology. This course examines mixed method
research designs, combining qualitative and quantitative
research methods to support an investigation. This course
relates to the environment, as case studies and mock
investigations administered in class pertain to the environment.

1

This course provides students with a conceptual and practical
understanding of how Washington works. Students improve
their skills in evaluating current policy proposals but also
increase their factual knowledge of the structures, rules and
processes of American politics. This course relates to the
environment, as students delve into environmental policy.

GOVT

689 Seminar in Applied Politics

SPA: Government

PUAD

685 Env Sustainability Public Pol

SPA: Public
Administration

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
delves into environmental sustainability within public policy.

PUAD

690 Environmental Policy Comp

SPA: Public
Administration

1

This course falls under the independent study project in public
administration, focusing on environmental policy.

PUAD

685 Pub Pol for Env and Energy

SPA: Public
Administration

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
delves into public policy for the environment and energy.

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

Org Analy & Strat AUMSOD
675 C70

Org Analy & Strategy MSOD
675 C69

SPA: Public
Administration

SPA: Public
Administration

SPA: Public
612 Intro to Public Admin/Pol Proc Administration

Seminar in Public
718 Management

609 State and Local Management

SPA: Public
Administration

SPA: Public
Administration

SPA: Public
Administration

PUAD

671 Cost Benefit Analysis

PUAD

SPA: Public
602 Quant Meth for Pol Analysis II Administration

1

This course focuses on using organization development
techniques in strategy development and implementation to
move a system toward its desired future. This course relates to
the environment regarding the use of sustainability related case
studies.

1

This course focuses on using organization development
techniques in strategy development and implementation to
move a system toward its desired future. This course relates to
the environment regarding the use of sustainability related case
studies.

1

This course introduces students to the evolution of public
administration as a profession, discipline, and career.
Managerial, political, legal and constitutional, ethical,
informational, and technical contexts of public administration
are challenged. This course relates to the environment regarding
sustainability related case studies that were used in class.

1

This course covers public management and governance,
including the tradition of management in the field of public
administration, its evolution, and its contemporary character.
This course relates to the environment regarding marketing
strategies that pertain to public and network management
evironments.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
delves into the transformation of law and public policy through
the lense of state and local management. This course relates to
the environment, comparing the local management environment
to that of the state.

1

This course explores the development and illustration of cost
benefit analysis concepts, techniques, methods, and criteria
through applications to a wide range of public policy issues such
as economic development, infrastructure, social, and
environmental projects. This course relates to the environment,
as cost benefit analysis tools and skills are applied to
environmental projects.

1

This course applies regression analysis techniques to policy
analysis. The course focuses on understanding the linear
regression model as well as limitations of this model.

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

PUAD

LAW

LAW

614 Development Management

SPA: Public
Administration

607 Econ & Politics of Pub Policy

SPA: Public
Administration

730 Proseminar in Public Policy

SPA: Public
Administration

604 Public Program Evaluation

SPA: Public
Administration

Global Governance & Public
613 Pol

685 Global Health Policy

SPA: Public
Administration

SPA: Public
Administration

SPA: Public
670 Economics for Policy Analysis Administration

696 Health Economics and Policy

739D Women&Intl Hmn Rghts Law

614 Alt Dispute Resoltn

SPA: Public
Administration

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

This course focuses on developing countries and the methods by
which development projects are carried out. This course relates
to the environment, as students look at the environmental state
of developing countries.

1

This course applies basic normative and positive theories of
public policy to specific policy areas, including social welfare and
regulatory policies, including environmental policy.

1

This course is an overview of the public policy field. It examines
literature in three disciplines: neo-classical economics, political
science, and public choice. This course relates to the
environment, as environmental policy is touched on.

1

This course introduces students to the elements of policy and
program analysis. This course relates to the environment, as it
uses sustainability related case studies.

1

This course examines institutions with international scope such
as the World Bank; the UN system and international NGOs; and
policy issues with cross-national dimensions such as climate,
change, trade, and human rights. This course relates to
sustainability, as it delves into the issue of climate change.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
explores the processes of systematic policy formation and
analysis, and the relationship between global health policies and
social and economic development. This course relates to the
environment, as environmental policy is tackled.

1

This course covers microeconomic tools for policy analysts,
including resource scarcity, opportunity cost, theory of the
consumer, theory of the firm, consumer, and producer surplus,
and market equilibrium. This course relates to the environment,
as students learn about the ins and outs of the market and
business environments.

1

The topic varies by section; however, this particular course
examines our healthcare system through an economic lens,
revealing the importance of economics on health care and
policy. This course relates to the environment with regard to the
environmental concerns that impact our overall health and wellbeing.

1

This course addresses the challenges of achieving the
international legal protection of the human rights of women. It
examines how international and regional human rights have
been applied to prevent and punish the violations of women's
rights, as well as delving into feminist theories and empirical data
used to expose women's experiences of injustice. This course
relates to the environment in regards to the cultural, social, and
traditional environments and its perception on women.

1

I teach Alternative Dispute Resolution Law and the course does
address social issues to the extent that we explore the
advantages and disadvantages (from a social welfare
perspective) of having available in business and individual
contexts alternative dispute resolution processes that are
separate from public dispute resolution mechanisms (primarily
court litigation). Thus, for example, we assess whether
confidential ADR processes that are not open to the public (as
court cases are) and whose decisions are not public or precedentsetting have a negative effect on public welfare, or not, and
whether there are countervailing benefits surrounding the
availability of ADR choices.

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

726 Devl Finance, Wrld Bnk,IFIs

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
686 Fed Pblc Lnds & Nat Resources College of Law

795P Agriculture & Sustainability

725B Gend,Cult Diff, Humn Rghts

817 Intl Trd Pol Theory&Practice\

795TD Trade & Diplomacy

795SD IP & Environmental Law

658 Insurance Law

681 Intl Law of Biodiversity

1

This course focuses on International Financial Institutions, their
objectives, rationales, and purposes. Students will examine
multinational regional development banks. This course relates to
the environment, as the class will look at issues whereby IFI
operations legal matters in the issues of environmental
protection.

1

This course explores the history of public land law and delves
into APA, judicial review, NEPA, and planning statutes. Students
learn about the Endangered Species Act and the Oil Pollution
Act. This course relates to the environment, as it delves into
environmental topics such as the aforementioned, in addition to
renewable energy and the wildlife resource.

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law
WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

This course delves into how society produces food and its
implications for public health and welfare, the environment, and
animals. Students look at agricultural, environmental, and food
and nutrition laws. This course focuses on the environment, as
students look directly at the relationship between the food we
eat daily to the environment.

1

This course introduces issues in international human rights law
and humanitarian law, as they relate to concepts of gender and
gender identity. This course relates to the environment in
regards to the environmental, cultural, and traditional roles on
gender in times of both conflict and stability.

1

This course examines the trade policies of major players, a
discussion of trade policy instruments and their impacts on
international trade law and negotiations. Students will develop
an analytical view of the U.S trade policy system in comparison
with systems of the European Union, Brazil, China, and other
developing countries. This course relates to the environment
with regards to the environmental welfare and policy of the
aforementioned countries.

1

This course provides students with an introduction to
international trade diplomacy, discussing the trade policies of
major players, how they utilize trade policy tools such as
preferential trade agreements, trade preference systems, trade
remedies, non-tariff barriers, negotiations and dispute
settlement to achieve their goals. This course relates to the
environment, as students are introduced to the international
trade environment, whereby they learn about the motivations
behind the policies and actions of governments regarding
international trade issues.

1

This course explores the role of Intellectual Property (IP) in
conserving or sharing the benefits of biodiversity and how IP
operates to restrict or enable access to plants' genetic resources
for food and agriculture. This course relates to the environment,
as it establishes a connection between IP and environmental
sustainability.

1

This course provides students with an overview of insurance law.
Students will examine life, accident, health, and property
insurance. This course relates to the environment through the
use of environmental related case studies.

1

This course reviews the principles of international law for the
conservation of biological diversity and wildlife. This course
directly relates to sustainability, as students learn about topics
such as biological diversity, ocean fisheries, migratory species,
and ecosystems and wildlife trade.

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

795EJ Environmental Justice

WCL,Washington
College of Law

795H HmnRghts:GlobalDisabilityRgh WCL,Washington
R
t
College of Law

813 Compar Env Law

618 Intl Env Law

737 Intl Instu & Envr Protection

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

This course focuses on domestic environmental issues and
environmenal human rights. This course focuses on the
environment, as students not only learn, but must prepare a 12
minute case study on a current environmental/energy conflict
involving land use, community desires, redevelopment, or
industrial expansion.

1

This course examines the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (CRPD) and its formulation. This course relates
to the environment in terms of the perception and treatment of
disabled individuals within their environment and within society.

1

This course presents different approaches for protecting the
environment through national environmental legislation.
Emphasis is given to the major components of any modern
environmental legal system, including environmental impact
assessment, acess to environmental information, science-based
environmental standards, and implementation of international
agreements including Agenda 21. This course is focused on the
environment, as reflected through the aforementioned
environmental topics.

1

This course examines case studies of investigations such as
global warming and sea level rise, export and import of
hazardous waste,and the problem of "ghost" driftnets
abandoned in the global commons of our marine environment.
This course relates to the environment, as students explore
these environmental issues, in addition to environmental law in
the European Community, the general foundations of
international law, and the relationship to human rights law and
international trade law.

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

This course surveys international institutions, such as the World
Bank and the United Nations Environment Programme. This
course focuses on the environment, as students learn about how
certain policies and activities promote or impede environmental
protection and sustainable development.
Students who have completed one year of law school may
receive academic credit for performing substantive legal work
under the supervision of an attorney in a givernment agency,
nonprofit organization, court, or private law firm engaged in pro
bono activities. This course relates to the environment, as many
students choose to undertake an externship with an
environmental organization.

LAW

899 Extshp Component

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

LAW

769 Supervised Extshp Sem

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

Similar to the externship, the seminar is offered to students who
have completed one year of law school and who seek an
experiential program that promotes hands-on learning in the
federal legislative process. This seminar relates to the
environment, as students are able to explore environmental
legislation.

1

This course surveys the current treaties, standards, and
institutions that affect the environmental aspects of
international business. This course relates to the environment,
as it relates to the relationship between environmental
standards and international business.

1

This course provides students with an understanding about the
role that lawyers and law play in negotiations, while also giving
them experience in drafting communications and actual
negotiations. This course relates to the environment, as it
introduces students to the ins and outs of the business
environment.

LAW

LAW

LAW

617 Intl Bsnss & the Environment

990 Intl Busnss Negotiations

629 Environmental Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law
WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

This course provides students with an overview of U.S.
environmental law, looking at statutes such as the National
Environmental Policy Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act and
the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act.

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

LAW

Trade Env:JointCoursewith
829 OAS

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
719M IntlHumanRtsLaw&GlobalHlth College of Law
Env Compliance &
795 Enforcement

630 Regultn of Energy

685 Oil and Gas Law

795 Intl Climate Change Law

795EV Hmn Rts & Env/Lat Amer

730 Land Use Regulation

795N
N
Gaming&Resorts Law

851 Climate Change & the Law

518 Property

1

1

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law
WCL,Washington
College of Law

This course provides students with an introduction to the legal
issues between classic trade law and domestic and international
environmental law. This course relates to the environment, as it
examines international environmental law and its impact on
trade.

1

1

This course examines the development, pricing, and delivery of
energy resources, including oil, gas, coal, electricity, and nuclear
energy. This course relates to the environment, as it explores
environmental aspects of energy development, in addition to the
aforementioned.

1

This course will provide students with an overview of oil and gas
law. This course relates to the environment, as students will
learn about how the law has shifted from a focus on production
to a concern for safety and the environment.

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

WCL,Washington
College of Law

1

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

This course will introduce the international response to climate
change through the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). Students will learn about the
negotiation, structure, and implementation of both the UNFCCC
and the Kyoto Protocol. This course is focused on the
environment with regard to the environmental law and policy
examined.
This course explores human rights and environmental protection
within Latin America. This course focuses on the environment, as
it examines environmental protection laws and policies relevant
to the region.

1

This course focuses on land use tools, such as zoning, nuisance,
and eminent domain, which determine and shape the physical
environment. This course relates to the environment, as it
provides local and national examples to illustrate the impact of
law and economic forces on land development and urban
growth.

1

This course examines the essential elements of hotel law and the
critical issues within the hospitality industry, in particular, the
labor and employment issues. This course relates to the
environment in regards to the business environment through the
study of negotiation and drafting of legal agreements.

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

This course explores the links between international human
rights law and global public health policy and examines the right
to health, as framed by international treaties and covenants.
This course reviews the principles and practice of making
environmental laws work on the ground through stronger
enforcement and compliance. This course focuses on the
environment with regards to the study of environmental
legislation.

1

1

This course examines the science of climate change, the U.S
domestic response, and international efforts to curb greenhouse
pollution. The course will also consider whether and to what
extent global warming represents a threat to our current social
fabric, and will analyze potential solutions or mitigation devices
available to lawyers and other policy-makers. This course
focuses on the environment, as it examines the most pressing
environmental issues of our day.
This course looks at lega areas, including wills and estates,
intellectual property, land use, racially restrictive housing,
marriage, divorce, and landlord-tenant. The question that will
arise throughout the course is: what does it mean to own?
Students come closer to an answer by studying the rights of an
owner, the things one can own, and how long the ownership
lasts. This course relates to the environment in terms of land and
land use planning.

LAW

LAW

SPAN

TESL

721 Seminar: Law of the Sea

620 Intl Humanitarian Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

WCL,Washington
College of Law

World Languages and
559 Human Rights and Lat/Am Lit Cultures

631 Language Assessment

World Languages and
Cultures

1

This course explores the "Law of the Sea" formed around the
foundation of modern public international law, also representing
the world's first efforts to define and regulate a "global
commons" and to grapple with the notion of territory or
resources managed by the international community as the
"common heritage of mankind." Students explore topics, such as
freedom of navigation on the high seas and the limits on portstate jurisdiction over foreign vessels. This course relates to the
environment, as it delves into the reduction of pollution,
preservation of undersea cultural heritage, and protection of
highly migratory fish stocks.

1

This course examines the international principles and rules
regulating the conduct of international and other armed
conflicts, the historical development of restraints on armed
conflict, the distinction between rules governing recourse to
armed coercion and those governing the conduct of armed
hostilities. This course relates

1

This course looks at artistic representations of violence and
oppression, as well as political discourse within Latin American
culture. This course relates to the environment, as the literature
read in class pertains to the Latin American environment.

1

129 68

This course is focused on testing/assessing a students language
proficiency with respect to different language skills in the
language classroom and the steps involved in this process. This
course focuses on the environment, as it incorporate
sustainability related examples used for testing.

